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The 2020 edition of the Canadian Undergraduate Journal of Cognitive Science has been a long time coming. What started out as a sparkle
in the eye of a few cognitive science students at Simon Fraser University back in 2002 has grown to become a journal featuring diverse
works from around the world, showcasing the multidisciplinary nature
of cognitive science through thought provoking pieces of both research
and art. It is that same spark that lit the fire to bring together the 2020
edition before you now.
The goal of the journal has always been to provide a venue for
undergraduates in the cognitive sciences to share their work and
demonstrate their skills. CUJCS is a place of learning, giving students
experience in the processes involved in the publication of an academic
journal. We are pleased to say that this year has been a greater success
than any previous, with dozens of submissions coming in from not just
Canadian universities, but also from undergraduate scholars across the
globe. The board is proud to showcase these diverse works and of the
experiences given to everyone along the way.
In order to decrease the barriers of access to cognitive science, we
have worked to provide unique ways for students to explore the discipline. Reflecting on what cognitive science meant to them, artists too,
submitted their work to the journal, five pieces of which are displayed
within.
The production of the 2020 edition of the Canadian Undergraduate
Journal of Cognitive Science has been a tour de force from outset to
publication. It would not have been possible without the contributions
and efforts of everyone involved. A special thanks goes out to Dr. Tupper, Dr. Grant, Dr. Sigal, and Dr. Blair whose expertise, guidance, and
facilities were paramount to our success. To each and every author who
submitted a paper and to all the artists who created wonderful pieces,
this journal would not be possible without the fruits of your labour. To
the rest of the managerial and editorial board, without whom the journal would not be where it is today, thank you. And finally, to you, the
reader. Whether you picked up this journal on a whim or are reading
for academic pursuits, your engagement is what drives each and every
one of us to produce the highest quality work.
Sincerely,
Rollin Poe
Director, 2020
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Kiezdeutsch: Perspectives on Language
Ideologies and Variation in German Society
Jeremy Li
Simon Fraser University
In recent decades, a new variety of German called Kiezdeutsch
or neighbourhood German arose as Germany experienced
waves of immigration from neighbouring countries since the
late 1950s. Even today, researchers and non-linguists remain
divided on the definition of this linguistic phenomenon.
Sociolinguistic research conducted in this area uncover firmly
rooted language ideologies in Germany—ones which challenge
the reality of linguistic variation and change of a standard
spoken norm. From this, we gain a general understanding of
the subtle nature of societal forces that shape our attitudes
towards non-standard linguistic forms and their speakers. As
Kiezdeutsch is a relatively new occurrence, some sociological
areas of research remain unexplored; however, such areas can
benefit from more well-rounded, collaborative approaches in
future studies.

Introduction

A dialect, as described by linguists and non-linguists, is a variety
of spoken code typically considered subordinate to a standard speech
norm, or language. Despite this view, many dialects around the world,
such as Swiss German, are used extensively in everyday contexts and
enjoy relatively favourable status among its peers. Moreover, what is
considered a dialect, as opposed to a speech style or “deviation”, varies
from context to context. In Germany, a dialect, or Dialekt, is considered
one of many “true” varieties spoken by ethnic Germans living in
demarcated regions of Germany (Wardhaugh & Fuller, 2015); these
regional varieties are ingrained in speakers’ identities and throughout
Germany’s extensive regional histories. With the emergence of
immigrant varieties of German in recent decades, discussion of whether
these are “legitimate” or “corrupted” forms remain contentious
(Stevenson, 2017).
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In this paper, I explore the literature on Kiezdeutsch, a so-called
“street” German that holds a polarising status in the German language
community. To begin, I look at its history—from its conception to
today—and its users. As well, I briefly describe several salient linguistic
features of Kiezdeutsch, providing examples of its phonology, syntax,
and lexicon.
Next, I examine literature on language attitudes and ideologies
in Germany. In particular, I explore Stevenson’s (1997) ideas of the
standard German language as a “national asset” and a benchmark for
“Germanness”. To better understand these perspectives, I first clarify
how Hochdeutsch, or Standard German became the standard speech
norm. Then, I seek to establish relationships, if any, between language
attitudes and its portrayal of Kiezdeutsch, considering cultural sensitivities to language change and usage. To support this, I provide a
parallel using English’s influence on the German language, demonstrating that language attitudes are not confined to a particular variety,
but to non-standard variation, in general.
Finally, I summarise two main perspectives in recent literature—that of style versus variety—which researchers use to define
Kiezdeutsch as a linguistic phenomenon. Their research addresses
sociolinguistic theories as to why people use Kiezdeutsch, focusing on
factors like identity, ethnicity, and social contexts. I accompany this
with a perception study conducted by Freywald, Mayr, Ӧzçelik, & Wiese
(2011), in hopes of using recorded quantitative and qualitative data to
support their findings. I conclude with a review on the literature. In
particular, I wish to convey to the reader that defining phenomena like
Kiezdeutsch is not a simple task.

A History of Kiezdeutsch and its Users

Since the late 1950s, Germany experienced an unprecedented wave
of immigration from neighbouring countries such as Italy, Spain, and
Turkey due to labour shortages and the immediate need to fill them.
Spurred by necessity, Gastarbeiterdeutsch or guest-worker German
arose as a variety of German used by migrant workers to communicate,
utilising linguistic elements of German and the workers’ respective
languages. Today, researchers are interested in what guest-worker
German has evolved into, namely Kiezdeutsch or neighbourhood German, found especially in urban, multiethnic neighbourhoods. It can
be heard being used by the subsequent generations of guest workers,
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typically of Turkish, Arabic, and Romani background (Deppermann,
2008). Socialised in Germany, their linguistic repertoires include both
standard and non-standard varieties of German as well as other languages (Stevenson, 2017). Researchers characterise Kiezdeutsch as a
youth variety, as its predominant users—or as Wiese (2012) puts it,
“innovators”—are adolescents and young adults.
Stevenson (1997) notes that attempts to explain its earlier form
Gastarbeiterdeutsch revolved around three popular hypotheses: (1)
that it is a result of interference or transfer from its speakers’ native
varieties; (2) that it is a pidgin, or contact language between groups; or
(3), a popular narrative, especially in German-speaking spheres, that it
is “foreigner talk”, a broken form of German. These theories were often
used to reinforce contemptuous public attitudes towards its immigrant speakers and dismiss their linguistic competence. Interestingly,
Stevenson points out that speakers of Gastarbeiterdeutsch displayed
striking similarities in the way they used it despite their varying native
languages, suggesting this may be an indicator for something systematic as opposed to random.
In following decades, German linguistic researchers such as Wiese
(2012) and Auer (2013) have contributed large amounts of literature
on the subject, seeking to elaborate on or debunk these hypotheses. Despite their efforts, this negative, often discriminatory view of
“deviant” language use and its speakers persists in the public mind
of today’s German-speaking societies (Freywald et al., 2011). In fact,
popular references to Kiezdeutsch include: Türkendeutsch (Turkish
German), Ghettodeutsch (ghetto German), or Kanak-sprak (lit. foreigner
speech), a comedic stylization of the ethnic slur Kanake and Sprache
(Auer, 2013; Deppermann, 2008; Wiese & Tanış-Polat, 2016). A push
in academia towards the more accurate “Kiezdeutsch” to reflect its
neighbourhood contexts has taken place in recent literature; however,
potentially offensive terms like Kanak-sprak remain common.

Linguistic Features of Kiezdeutsch

Before exploring the literature on Kiezdeutsch, readers should
get an idea of what Kiezdeutsch entails, linguistically. Generally, its
linguistic features are easily discernable to native German speakers
when compared to Standard German, especially on the speech level
(Preseau, 2018). For example, the realisation of the post-alveolar [ʃ]
instead of the standard palatal fricative [ç] is heard in common words
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such as the first-person pronoun “ich” (i.e. [iʃ] instead of [iç]). In addition, reductions in standard morphology are common, such as omitting
morphological inflections demonstrating grammatical case, number,
and gender. Locative grammatical constructions such as “Ich geh’
U-bahn” instead of “Ich gehe in die U-bahn” (I’m going to the subway)
are typical, and often seen printed on tourist souvenirs in cities like
Berlin (Wiese, 2012, p. 54).1† As well, loanwords, especially of Turkish
and Arabic origins, are often inserted into utterances, such as wallah (I
swear) or yalla (Let’s go!).

Language Attitudes and Ideologies in Germany

To understand language attitudes towards Kiezdeutsch, we must
understand its relationship to the standard variety, Hochdeutsch, or
Standard German, as well as regional German varieties. Emerging
from a variety used in 17th century German chancelleries, Hochdeutsch
was the language of the educated, influential, and socially exclusive
middle and upper classes (Wiese, 2012). As Wiese (2012) notes, the
centuries long (and mistaken) demarcation of this official variety as
a “high” language simultaneously relegated varieties such as regional
dialects to a low status and cemented its own position as the prestigious standard. Today, Hochdeutsch remains the standard spoken norm
in Germany, coexisting with regional dialects such as Plattdeutsch (Low
German varieties in northern Germany) and Hochdeutsch2 (Central
and Upper German varieties, such as Bavarian German, in central and
southern Germany) (Stevenson, 1997). As local traditions have endured
over centuries in their respective regions, regional dialects are one of
the many cultural manifestations that persist as distinct and seperate,
yet integral parts of the German identity (Barbour, 2000; Stevenson,
1997).
As such, Lippi-Green (2012, in Wardhaugh and Fuller, 2014) attests
to the idea of a standard language being an objective and clearly
defined variety as a “myth”. Stevenson (1997) writes:
“Far from being a naturally occurring primordial phenomenon, it
is always the result of relatively recent and deliberate intervention in the “natural” development of the language.” (p. 8)
1
In-text quotations and parentheses marked with a dagger (†) are translations
from German to English by me.
2
Not to be confused with Standard Hochdeutsch, but associated with the highland geography of its speaker areas
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In other words, the definition of a standard language is not a “natural”
occurrence, but rather a subjectively motivated one. As evidenced by its
historical development and ascent to the prestigious norm, Standard
German is no different. Regardless, the perception, or the standard
language ideology of Standard German as the prestigious, correct,
and grammatically “better” form is firmly rooted within its speakers
(Wiese, 2012).
According to Stevenson (1997), the German language is regarded
by its speakers—in this case, German nationals—to be two things: (1) a
“national asset”; and (2) a benchmark for “Germanness”. It is something
to be protected from deviations and foreign influences. Consequently,
“purist” associations for Sprachpflege, or “language care”, exist for
this reason (Preseau, 2018). Because of these language ideologies, the
notion that Standard German is under constant threat is pervasive in
German society (Stevenson, 1997). As such, public opinions on its state
consistently revolve around a common narrative: that Sprachverfall, or
“language decay”, is happening due to foreign influences.
The notion of Sprachverfall, however, is not exclusive to Kiezdeutsch. For example, a parallel can be observed with the pervasiveness
of English in Standard German. Since the 17th century to today,
English lexical borrowings and their usage have grown exponentially
due to increasing contact with and consumption of English media in
today’s globalised German contexts (e.g. business, politics, academia,
music), in which English is often a common language, or lingua franca
(Hilgendorf, 2007). This phenomenon has led to alarm over a perceived
creolisation of “traditional” German (Barbour, 2005). Contrary to
such concerns—that English is “attacking” or “taking over the German
language” (p. 159)—Barbour (2005) argues that English’s influence on
Standard German is confined to the lexical domain, one where borrowings do not always equate or exist in English (e.g. Smoking ‘tuxedo’,
Oldtimer ‘vintage car’, Handy ’cellphone’). Despite this, organisations
such as the Verein Deutsche Sprache, or “German Language Association”, continue to perpetuate a narrative of protecting the purity of the
German language, one which Barbour (2005) sees as politically motivated versus linguistically. Despite the overt prestige and ubiquity of
English in today’s global contexts, it is not immune to negative reactions; thus, it is not surprising that Kiezdeutsch would attract similar
responses.
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In the same vein, language change in Standard German does not
only originate from without its speaker spheres, but also from within.
Orthographic language reforms (Reformen der deutschen Rechtschreibungen) made within recent years, Stevenson (1997) explains, were
“met with suspicion… and at worst with outright hostility” (p. 150).
Public discourse over these reforms at the time were common and
politically charged. The Duden, Germany’s most well-known reference dictionary, inadvertently plays a role in legitimising backlash,
as it holds a de-facto institutional position in society for all matters
concerning the German language form. Weinrich (1976, in Stevenson,
1997) states:
“In Deutschland verkörpert der Duden die sprachliche Authorität
schlechthin.” (p. 148)
(“In Germany, the Duden embodies the linguistic authority, without exception.”)†
As illustration for the power of the Duden, Wiese (2012) provides
two examples taken from German newspaper articles regarding
Kiezdeutsch:
“’Kanak Sprak’ ignoriert den Duden, und auf eine Notzucht mehr
oder weniger an der Grammatik kommt es ihr ebenfalls nicht an.”
—Berliner Zeitung, 1999 (p. 143)
(“’Kanak-Sprak’ ignores the Duden, and at the same time, a violation/rape of the grammar more or less does not occur to it”)†
“ein eigenartiges nicht Duden-kompatibles Gossen-Stakkato”
— Berliner Morgenpost, 2001 (p. 143)
(“a peculiar, non-Duden compatible gutter-splattering”)†
With respect to English, Barbour (2005) asserts the Duden’s Fremdwörterbücher publications, or “dictionaries of foreign words”, also
reinforce the idea of “nicht-germanisch” or “non-Germanic” designations to English loanwords, which resonate with the public:
“The pedagogical of informational value of such dictionaries is
unclear, but they seem to accord with the linguistic purism of a
certain section of society…” (p.154)
In addition to perceived threats and linguistic “violations”, a
conflation of Kiezdeutsch with “poverty”, “antisocial behaviour”, and
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“language incompetence” is often heard in public discourse. Stevenson
(1997) notes, however, that public attitudes regarding language use as
an extension of social status and behavior is not a new phenomenon.
For example, sociodemographic data of Berlin, Germany expresses a
strong correlation between poverty, high migrant concentrations, and
economically depressed neighbourhoods, for which Wiese (2012) notes,
aligns with neighbourhoods where Kiezdeutsch is spoken. This serves
to strengthen a “homegrown” belief that Kiezdeutsch translates to
undesirable socioeconomic factors such as unemployment, welfare aid
dependence (known in Germany as Hartz-IV), and low social prestige
(Wiese, 2012). Moreover, Cameron (1995, in Stevenson, 1997) coined
the term “verbal hygiene”, a response to language cleansing programs
“based on the belief that ‘ignorance or defiance of grammatical rules
is equated with anti-social or criminal behavior’” (p. 168). Although
these perspectives may be extreme, they indicate an overt sensitivity
regarding language matters—and possibly, a discriminatory undercurrent embedded in language discourse.
As demonstrated, the reactions regarding language change and
variation attest to three phenomena: (1) the grip of hegemonic, or
dominant language ideologies in German society; (2) the power of
seemingly benign material like dictionaries which serve to preserve it;
and (3) the belief that non-standard, deviant language use is directly
connected to disadvantageous socioeconomic factors. Considering
this, we begin to understand why Kiezdeutsch has the reputation of
“broken German”. However, its reputation is not distinguished by its
linguistic properties; rather, it is a product of society.

A Discussion of Style Versus Variety

Even in current literature on Kiezdeutsch, researchers remain
divided on its classification. On the one hand, researchers like
Deppermann (2008), Auer (2013), and Dorleijn & Nortier (2013)
characterise Kiezdeutsch as a youth speech “style”, a multi-functional
tool for self-positioning; it is a means to signal identity, establish
solidarity, or distance oneself from another individual or group3. On the
other hand, Wiese et al. (2014) and Freywald et al. (2011) take the view
that Kiezdeutsch is not merely a speech style. Rather, it is an elaborated
German youth dialect which is systematic in its grammar, vocabulary,

3
There is an implication that Kiezdeutsch is something which “augments” a
base repertoire for signaling purposes
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and social functions. Wiese (2012) calls it a “Turbo-Dialekt”, or “turbo
dialect”, that is “more dynamic and more open towards linguistic
innovation” (p. 46).†
According to Preseau (2018), using Kiezdeutsch portrays a “tough,
ghetto” identity, which carries covert prestige, or high status within
its speech communities; it possesses an “anti-hegemonic” function
expressed through the creation of solidarity within marginalised
speaker groups. In other words, it serves as an opposition to integration
into a traditional and dominant German society, one which Deppermann (2008) claims is “discriminating and hostile” towards those with
migrant backgrounds. Interestingly, Kiezdeutsch has a simultaneous,
dual function—not only is it an opposition to traditional societal
norms, but a “[refusal] to continue their parents’ way of life” (p. 325).
This suggests that speakers of Kiezdeutsch signal membership within a
third group, one that distinguishes them from the mainstream German
culture as well as the one of their parents.
Moreover, Deppermann (2008) explores other functions of Kiezdeutsch—mainly as a secondary ethnolect, a comedic instrument or
“fun” code that is added into conversations. He models this perspective
around earlier comedic, often stereotypical portrayals of Kiezdeutsch
in media. (examples found in Deppermann, 2008 p. 331), and its
subsequent usage in colloquial conversation among German youth.
Interestingly, Hill (1995, in Deppermann, 2008) attributes usages of
Kanak-sprak with a “double indexicality”, a simultaneous “pointing”
in two directions: one towards creating a funny mood; the other, a
“potentially racist and prejudiced out-group identity, that is confirmed
and reproduced by the humorous practice (p. 348)”. The reason for the
latter, Hill suggests, is a “symbolic revenge” as a coping mechanism for
“feelings of inferiority” (p. 350).
As well, Rampton (1995; 1998, in Deppermann, 2008) suggests
language crossing as another function, a way for individuals to
participate in or mock—and consequently, distance themselves from—
speech communities to which Kiezdeutsch belongs. In the same vein,
Auer (2013) brings forth the implication in recent studies of a “de-ethnicising” of Kiezdeutsch, that a perceptual shift from “foreigner talk”
to “urban youth style” has taken place in recent decades; he notes its
speakers “are no longer only migrant youth, but monolingual German
youth, as well (p. 19)”.†
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On the other hand, the latter group of researchers see Kiezdeutsch
as a dialect of Standard German; precisely, it is a multiethnolectal
variety, the result of developments in the standard speech norms in
urban, multilingual settings for social participation by youth speakers
of various ethnicities. (Preseau, 2018; Wiese et al., 2012, 2014).
Freywald et al. (2011) add:
“A variety should display linguistic features that support a
characteristic way of speaking. Seen from an ethnographic
perspective, these features should be recognised by its speakers
and by other members of the larger community and mark it as
distinctive.”(p.49)
For instance, their research identifies grammatical and lexical innovations—such as new word positions or additional functions for existing
words—that distinguish it from both Standard German and other
regional German dialects.4 As previously mentioned, Stevenson (1997;
2017) found that despite their varying linguistic backgrounds, speakers
of its earlier form, Gastarbeiterdeutsch, produced similar varieties; he
suggests later (specifically in his research on the multilingual context
of Berlin, Germany) that the acquisition process of its contemporary
form, Kiezdeutsch, is systematic in its development: speakers and
non-speakers recognise it as distinctive, and not “simply ungrammatical” or random.
In particular, Wiese at al. (2014) argue that Kiezdeutsch is a “young
form of German”, an example of ongoing language change emerging
from multiethnic, urban areas. In fact, they categorise Kiezdeutsch
as a distinct German youth Dialekt, whereby speakers are not limited
to migrant youth, but extend to German natives, whether mono- or
multiethnic. More importantly, Wiese (2012) asserts Kiezdeutsch is not
a linguistic compromise to Standard German, but rather used in tandem, dependent on the context of its interlocutors. When approached
on the streets of Berlin, Wiese (2012) noted that groups of speakers
immediately code-switched to Standard German in the presence of
adult strangers, concluding that speakers were conscious and selective with whom they spoke—taking into account age, relationship, and
peer “in-group” status. As one speaker explains: “I cannot speak to my
4
For a comprehensive analysis of one of the syntactic innovations of Kiezdeutsch, see De Velde’s Temporal adverbs in the kiezdeutsch left periphery: Combining
late merge with deaccentuation for v3 (2017)
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father like that. It would be so disrespectful.” (in Wiese, 2012, p. 116)†
The dialect distinction noted earlier, however, is not attributed
to the traditional definition of “a [regional] variety under the roof of
a standard variety”, or regiolect (p. 277). Rather, it is a sociolect, a
dialect of a particular social group—or in this case, a multiethnic, multilingual speech community not confined to a particular space. Both
regio- and sociolects, as Wiese (2012) claims, belong under the general
term Dialekt, the former denoting variation along a horizontal plane
(from region to region) and the latter on a vertical plane (from social
class to social class).
Auer (2013) is not convinced. Unlike regional varieties—which
are historically closely related to Standard German and have unique
regional features—Kiezdeutsch is an aggregate of simplified Standard
German with other linguistic material (pp. 36-38). Regarding social
contexts, such as today’s urban centers, he asserts their quick-changing, dynamic nature cannot foster the emergence, much less the
solidification of a variety. To do so requires time in stable contexts.
He, and other researchers (see Clarke, 1967 in Hinnencamp, 2005),
support the “bricolage argument”, that variations like Kiezdeutsch are
hybrid constructions of readily available linguistic resources to create
social style. As Auer (2013) points out, adolescent speakers are constantly constructing new linguistic forms from the wealth of “semiotic
resources”, or meaningful symbolic material, available in these rapidly
changing contexts—collecting, forming, and ultimately, discarding
them.5
Interestingly, Wiese (2012) agrees with his assessment, but for
different reasons. She argues that Kiezdeutsch exploits these dynamic
contexts via its users contributing their various multilingual competencies to the development of new forms. With an openness to
linguistic experimentation, speakers try new utterances, knowing that
“there is not only one way to express something” (p. 46).†

A Qualitative and Quantitative Study on Kiezdeutsch

To support the literature, we look at a perception study conducted
by Freywald et al. (2011), where researchers asked mono- and multiethnic German adolescents from mono- and multiethnic neighbourhoods
to judge the acceptability of sentences among Standard German, Kiez-

5
According to the Glossary of Multimodal Terms, semiotic resources is defined
as “a means for meaning making” i.e. symbolic material for constructing meaning.
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deutsch, and false samples. In order to elicit more accurate responses,
researchers asked the participants to base their judgement on whether
their friends would say these sentences. As Freywald et al. (2011)
explain:
“This was done to diminish the effect of explicit, prescriptive notions speakers might have, which is particularly important in the
case of a low-status variety, where speakers tend to have a high
level of ‘linguistic insecurity’, that is, where they consider the
form they use themselves as the incorrect form if it deviates from
the standard.” (p. 54-55)
Their findings highlighted some general patterns: (1) compared to
false sentences, which were almost universally rejected, Kiezdeutsch
samples were accepted between 25% to 59% of the time; (2) participants that lived in multiethnic neighbourhoods accepted Kiezdeutsch
samples at more than twice the frequency than those from monoethnic
neighbourhoods; and (3) unlike participants from monoethnic neighbourhoods, acceptance rates for Kiezdeutsch were nearly identical in
multiethnic neighbourhoods, regardless of the participants’ ethnic
background. These results reflect not only the relationship of Kiezdeutsch to its multiethnic contexts, they counter the narrative that
Kiezdeutsch is simply “broken German”.
In qualitative assessments of the same participants, Freywald et al.
(2011) found that mono- and multiethnic Germans based their selections on different criteria regarding why they chose to accept or reject
a sentence. The former group distanced themselves from Kiezdeutsch,
commenting on its “non-German, foreigner” qualities. In other words,
a dichotomy between “we” and “they” affected their choices. Conversely, the latter noted that Kiezdeutsch was a language within their
periphery; in other words, the variety was often used at school, at
home, or within their circle of friends. In essence, the degree of exposure to Kiezdeutsch within their surroundings appeared to influence
acceptability rates. Moreover, the findings align with some of the language attitudes encountered so far regarding Kiezdeutsch—namely, an
antagonistic one which reinforces a sense of “other”.

Reflections on the Literature

On the one hand, there is merit to arguments researchers make
regarding the legitimacy of Kiezdeutsch as a dialect; however, they
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are not without fault. As observed, the perception study conducted by
Freywald et al. (2011) statistically demonstrates that German speakers
recognise a distinction between Kiezdeutsch and false sentences; this
statistical difference is not a coincidence. However, an explanation
beyond solely speaker and listener intuitions must be explored more
rigorously. With that being said, the literature arguing for variety
relies on syntactic “innovations”—many which appear interpretive—as
sufficient reasoning. This is not enough, for linguistic structure alone
does not define a variety. Sociological factors such as class, age, and
gender, and usage among these categories must be considered, as there
appears a correlation between these factors and the legitimacy of a
variety.
As Wiese (2012), Barbour (2000) and Stevenson (1997) mention,
the traditional notion of Dialekt recognises regional varieties—considered integral parts of a unified German identity—while ignoring social
ones. This is surprising, considering Standard German is the product of
a historical upper-class sociolect. Wiese calls for a more encompassing
definition that includes sociolects like Kiezdeutsch. Regarding Standard German, its recognition as the standard is not only historically,
culturally, and societally defined, but institutionally reinforced and
publicly supported. This implies that to recognise Kiezdeutsch would
require a shift in public perception, which many see as an attack on
German culture and identity. This is not a straightforward task. However, no feasible solutions have been made so far on how to bring
about this shift. Despite this, Stevenson’s (1997; 2017) ethnographic
research on German speaking populations provides a detailed, informative starting point for understanding Kiezdeutsch’s place in society,
highlighting key sociolinguistic issues from German perspectives, and
creating discussion for readers interested in language matters.
On the other hand, researchers like Auer (2013), Deppermann
(2008) and Dorleijn & Nortier (2013) provide comprehensive sociolinguistic research on Kiezdeutsch, namely on its users and their functions
in terms of self-positioning, language crossing, prestige, and usage in
urban contexts. They define ways speakers use Kiezdeutsch to challenge hegemonic and often discriminatory ideologies. Conversely, they
reveal how Kiezdeutsch can be used against speakers through comedic
portrayals which serve to reinforce these ideologies. These findings are
useful for understanding the ways speakers position themselves and
others through language practices.
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Moreover, their research reveals the challenges that sociolinguists
face attempting to provide a “clean” description of phenomena like
Kiezdeutsch. For one, they often find it difficult to keep pace with its
highly dynamic usage and contexts. As a result, they dismiss areas such
as grammatical characteristics as “violations” (Dorleijn & Nortier,
2013) or evidence of a “uncertain command of German morphology”
(Auer, 2013, p. 36).† These views suggest a bias towards standard German language ideologies in their research. As well, data collected in
street interviews may not be entirely representative of the usage of
Kiezdeutsch. Preseau (2018) warns of an observers’ paradox, whereby
speakers are prone to code-switching or hypercorrection in the
presence of adults or strangers, as demonstrated by the interviews
conducted by Wiese (2012). In addition, researchers are rarely congruent in their judgements on Kiezdeutsch’s definition. For example,
Dorleijn & Nortier (2013) consider Kiezdeutsch to be language play,
a manipulation of a dominant base form with features of a second one.
For the same reasons, however, Deppermann (2008) calls it a dialectal
variety of German.
A neglected area that warrants further investigation is the usage of
Kiezdeutsch as speakers reach adulthood. Dorleijn and Nortier (2013)
question its usefulness when users move into adult roles such as jobs
or family responsibilities; Auer (2013) implies its usage denies youth
educational success and professional careers; both Deppermann (2008)
and Wiese (2012) claim Kiezdeutsch appears in informal speech when
adults are not present. For these reasons, they consider Kiezdeutsch
a youth variety. However, it is at this focal point where its definition
becomes an academic debate of an “ephemeral style” versus “emerging
dialect”. In any case, future studies, especially concerning usage and
age, can help sociolinguistic researchers better understand its usage
across varying formalities, or registers, and social contexts such as
work or education; and in general, lead to a more uniform analysis.

Conclusion

Language matters are complex. They encompass not only linguistic areas, but social ones too. In this paper, I examined Kiezdeutsch, a
controversial variety of German that emerged only in recent decades. I
started from a historical standpoint to understand where it originated,
who its speakers are, and why they use it. As well, I briefly looked at
some of its prominent linguistic features that distinguish it from Stan-
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dard German. Its predominant users, German youth, are wielders of
this variety, experimenting with the linguistic repertoires they have
access to and ultimately, dispensing it for a variety of reasons: to signal
identity; for comedic purposes; or to participate in the increasingly
multicultural, multilingual contexts they live in. However, it is in the
wider context of German society that Kiezdeutsch is viewed members
of the Standard German speech community as problematic.
Auer (2013) writes the debate of style versus variety is, above all, a
matter of perspective; Kiezdeutsch is defined not only by researchers,
but also by its speakers and society. It is also important to understand
the research produced so far on varieties like Kiezdeutsch is discussed
around galvanizing themes such as immigration and “foreignization”,
themes which many perceive as threats to the standard language
ideologies intrinsic to German society. As such, he and many other
researchers recognise the lopsided debate on Kiezdeutsch—one that
caricaturises “self-described ‘ghetto-dwelling Kanaken’ on the fringes
of society” who refuse to integrate into German culture, and ignores
a reality where speakers do successfully embed themselves into the
mainstream society (p. 10).6†
In encountering similar narratives, Quist’s (2008) research on the
similar Danish koebenhavnsk multiethnolect seeks to reconcile the
argument of style versus variety. On the one hand, she asserts that arguments for style reflect a stronger emphasis on sociolinguistic aspects
such as self-positioning or crossing. On the other hand, arguments for
variety (or, in this case, Dialekt) mostly focuses on structural and lexical
forms from which a general systematic pattern emerges. Quist (2008),
Auer (2013) and Wiese et al. (2014) agree these two perspectives can
potentially complement each other, leading to more “fruitful” analyses for future studies; they could give sociolinguistic researchers and
non-linguists not only a more well-rounded description of non-standard linguistic forms and functions, but also a deeper understanding of
the ways language ideologies in society shape our perceptions of such
phenomena.

6
See Haruna (2011), a fluter magazine article on youth speech that provides its
reader an idea of the various experiences speakers have with varieties like Kiezdeutsch
in context (note: in German)
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Can Eliminative Materialism Account for Our
Perceptions?
Costanza Saettoni
Università di Siena
In this paper, I aim to defend the theory of Eliminative Materialism
as advanced by Paul and Patricia Churchland, against objections
regarding our perceptions. I will do so by bringing forward cases
of illusions. Based on anthropological and psychological studies
concerning the Müller-Lyer illusion, it is entirely possible to
maintain that our way of seeing is dependent on our cultural
background. I will thus argue that Churchland’s thesis is not as
implausible as it may at first appear.

The theory of eliminative materialism (or eliminativism) was elaborated by Paul and Patricia Churchland in the early 1980s, in the context
of the debate over the mind-body problem. It was proposed as a new
monistic approach, situated on the complete opposite side of the
dualistic view of Cartesian descendance, which views mind and body
as two separate entities. The theory offered an alternative solution
to the linguistic model first advanced by Chomsky and to Putnam’s
functionalism, based on the analogy between the working of the brain
and that of the hardware of a computer. Although the theory remains
still within the same category of materialism as the others, it is fundamentally linked to the theory of connectionism, as elaborated by the
neuroscientists at the University of San Diego—in particular, the PDP
Research Group. As with other forms of materialism, the first great
advantage of this theory is that it does not require a commitment to
sense-data1 or other metaphysical objects: only what is physical exists
in reality. According to the theory, the processes that happen in the
1
The term sense-data refer to mind-independent things that are immediately
known in sensation; sensation, according to the theory, is when we become aware of
such things. (Russell, 1912/2015, p. 11)
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brain of a person have no one-to-one correspondent to the mental
states we assign to the subject. This is not because of some sort of
concession to dualism, but rather because we employ an inaccurate
language that does not refer to concrete things, namely that of folk
psychology, according to which we attribute specific propositional
attitudes (e.g. belief, emotions, perceptions) to other people based on
their external behaviour and gestures.
In his 1979 book, Scientific Realism and the Plasticity of Mind, Paul
Churchland argues, among other things, for the theory ladenness of all
empirical observations, which means that all our observations depend
on our theoretical background. From this assumption, it follows that
if we are able to change our theoretical framework—in particular,
Churchland refers to that of folk psychology—we can change the phenomenology of our perceptions, not only of the external world, but
also of introspection of our mental states. This belief in our capacity
to extend our introspective ability, however, faces a serious objection.
It has been argued that the claim lays its foundation on a confusion
between perceptual judgments (i.e. how we describe the external world
and our mental states) and perceptions (i.e. the way in which we come
in contact with information about the world), and the idea that the two
are based and dependent on the same theoretical framework. Our brain
is the way it is as a result of biological evolution: it seems unlikely that
we will ever be able to see sounds or hear colours (Nannini, 2011). Even
though we are able to change our theoretical framework, it does not
seem to necessarily follow that our perceptions of the external world
would change with it, as Churchland claims.
In this paper, I aim to defend Churchland’s theory by bringing forward cases of illusions. Based on anthropological and psychological
studies concerning the Müller-Lyer illusion, it is entirely possible to
maintain that our way of seeing is dependent on our cultural background. Therefore, I will argue that Churchland’s thesis is not as
implausible as it may at first appear.

Eliminative Materialism by the Churchlands

Paul Churchland entered the debate on the mind-body problem
through his essay (1979), in which he brings forward an alternative theory to the mind-brain identity theory. The core of the theory
remains entirely materialistic: all that exists is what is physical. The
breaking point with the other materialist theories lies in the fact that
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mental states—such as fear, love, but also propositional attitudes such
as belief—as described in our ordinary language, cannot be reduced
to cerebral states, i.e. the actual, physical states the brain is in. The
impossibility of this reduction is due to the fact that our ordinary language is too imprecise: it is a legacy of a Cartesian, dualistic view of the
mental. The gist of the argument is that folk psychology is wrong: and
since it is just one possible theory, it can be discarded and replaced with
a more precise one, just like theories in other scientific fields have been
replaced through the centuries. Additionally, according to Churchland
it is not only folk psychology that influences our perception, but also
our theoretical and cultural background as a whole.
The reductionist approach was embraced by Churchland through
Feyerabend; in particular, in his essay he cites the article “Explanation,
Reduction, and Empiricism” (1962). In this article, Feyerabend actively
argues that any materialistic theory would prove, in the end, that common sense psychology is wrong. To this view, Churchland adds the
naturalized epistemology of Quine (1969), according to whom there are
no theory-free objects of knowledge, and therefore it is impossible to
reduce a scientific assertion to pure object-data. Another fundamental
influence on the elaboration of the theory is Sellars’ criticism of the
‘myth of the given’, explained at length in the paper “Empiricism and
the Philosophy of Mind” (1956). The argument attacks the theories,
such as sense-data theories, that claim that our knowledge is based
on a set of “given”. On this basis, Churchland (1979) claims that there
are no empirical observations that do not presuppose a theoretical
framework; even our ‘introspective’ perceptual judgements, as well as
our perceptions, are bound to be theory laden (Nannini, 2011). In this
regard, he writes in his essay (1979, p. 24):
“The conviction that the world instantiates our ordinary observation predicates cannot be defended by a simple appeal to the
“manifest deliverance of senses”. Whether or not the world instantiates them is in the first instance a question of whether the
theory which embeds them is true, and this question in turn is primarily a matter of the relative power and adequacy of the theory
as a means of rendering the world intelligible.”
As previously mentioned, folk psychology is a theory that elaborates the information we collect from our internal perception in line
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with a certain image of human nature, resulting from a determinate
historical tradition. Since folk psychology is a theory—and a wrong
one at that—it is possible to change it; and with it, we can eliminate
its ontological commitments. The idea of the necessity of a scientific
revolution, capable of changing the way we see the world, is clearly
indebted to Kuhn’s epistemological theories, as put forward in the 1962
essay, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, as well as to the crucial
claim that no experimental data are independent from our theories.
Eliminative materialism heavily relies on the development of
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN, or connectionist systems), processing systems of information inspired by the nervous system, originally
based on the works of McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 (Graupe, 2013, pp.
9-10). In particular, the cornerstone for the Churchlands was the publication of the essays on the PDP (Parallel Distributed Processing) model
in 1986 by D.E. Rumelhart, J. L. McClelland and the PDP Research
Group in San Diego, where the two philosophers were working. This
breakthrough was fundamental for the elaboration of an alternative
to the functionalist mind-computer analogy. The new model tries to
imitate the physiology of the brain: it consists in an apparatus of small
elements, called units, that process inputs; each unit interacts with the
others by sending exciting or inhibitory signals to others. This process
aims to describe how information is processed by the brain, hence why
the structure closely resembles the connections of the neurons in the
brain. The passage of information through the brain as explained by
the model plausibly accounts for how, even for ordinary tasks such as
grabbing a cup, we constantly have to use a lot of information at once.
The model is also able to give a plausible account of human thought,
in that PDP models reflect the sequential quality of our cognition, i.e.
the fact that when we form thoughts, we do so in a sequential series of
transitions. (Rumelhart et al., 1986) The many advantages produced by
the theory offer a good basis for eliminativism, as opposed to linguistic
models and classic artificial intelligence, and it helped eliminativists
to be taken more seriously. The neuroscientific theory thus provides
sufficient grounds to dispute the model of classic artificial intelligence
and Chomsky’s suggestions. There are quite a few issues that symbolic theories of cognition (i.e. theories according to which the brain
functions in the processing of symbols similar to a Turing machine or
to a serial digital computer) cannot account for. One such problem is
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that perceptions are bound to multiple sources of information. When
a subject recognizes an object, many different cues are simultaneously
processed by the brain; these stimuli could also be interpreted in different ways by the brain. When one tries to pick up the object, a lot of
information is taken into account at the same time: shape and weight
of the object, distance from the subject, location in the environment,
and all these factors are necessary for the act of actually reaching the
object with the hand. The production of language is constrained by
sets of rules and the context in which it is produced: researchers in A.I.
have thus proposed certain “scripts” to describe what we need to know
in order to guide processing. Supporters of the PDP model, on the other
hand, argue that interpretation of everyday events needs employ different kinds of knowledge. If we accept a modular processing system2,
it is difficult to account for the needed sensitivity to different sources
of information; such models would have to simultaneously provide
not just one, but several scripts in order to explain the interpretation
of everyday events, which does not reflect the simplicity in which we
ordinarily act.
Eliminative materialism thus offers a very plausible replacement to
the language-based model and can find substantial support in neuroscientific theories.
Perception in Eliminative Materialism
The central feature of perception, according to Churchland, is that
all empirical observations, both introspective and of the external world,
are theory dependent. Since birth, we learn from others to perceive the
world as everyone else does; consequently, Churchland argues, there
is the possibility that we may learn to perceive the world in a way that
is different from what our present culture teaches us to (1979, p. 7).
Perception consists in how our brain uses the information it receives
through the senses: what Churchland asks himself, then, is how good
our exploitation of this data is. Scientific discoveries, he argues, have
changed the way we perceive the world. The main example he offers
in (1979, pp. 16–25) is that of caloric, which is essentially an elaboration of how people’s perception of heat changed with progress in
the field of thermodynamics. The common sense theory claimed that
caloric was a substance that belonged to bodies, and which gave them
2
Idea that a given process operates only on its direct inputs and is unaffected
by the operations of other modules. (Rogers et al., 2014)
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their distinctive heat. The kinetic theory, however, has revealed that
such entity does not actually exist: rather, heat is a form of motion.
The argument is that the new theory has a much better explicatory
potential compared to the theory of caloric: other than the fact that
it has a better feedback from empirical data, it is also advantageous
to substitute the archaic view with the new one. If we substitute folk
psychology with neuroscience, then, our perception both of internal
states and the world changes as well. Churchland also explains how
one can change their perception of the night sky so as to actually see
what Copernicus’ theory implies—namely, that the stars we see in the
night sky do not revolve around the Earth (1979, pp. 30-35)3.

The Epistemological Aspect of the Theory

The form of eliminativism advocated by the Churchlands is fundamentally based on the epistemology of the post empiricists, according
to whom there exists no completely theory-free observational language.
More precisely, the cultural settings of the observer are fundamental
for empirical observations: the way we see the world is determined by
the way our brain organizes the flux of information it receives via our
senses. Our knowledge depends entirely on our observations: since
these necessarily presuppose a theoretical background, they are as fallible as theories themselves. But just as we can change theories, so can
we better our exploitation of empirical data.
The PDP model offers a greatly improved theory for the explanation of how our brain works. The language-based model endorsed by
Fodor—but which has its roots in the beginning of philosophy itself—
is much too connected to an anthropocentric study of consciousness
and brain. Given the fact that our brain is the result of a biological
evolution that started with primates, it is hard to accept that our
brain works in an entirely different way than that of other animals,
by following linguistic rules to process external inputs: it seems far
more plausible that the language centres of the brain are the result of
a recent evolution, but that the brain essentially works under different
rules (Nannini, 2011).

3
This is done, according to Churchland, by acquiring two elements , where the
preliminary one is, of course, to know and understand the Copernican theory. The first
element is then to learn to recognise by sight the planets of the solar system. The
second element is to learn to conceive the movements and positions of the planets in
a different—although still natural—way, that is, in a new coordinate visual system that
takes as its ground line an elliptic plane (Ibi.).
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Sellars (1956) offers a significant argument against foundationalism in epistemology. His criticism is directed against the “Myth of the
Given”, which refers to the notion that our knowledge is grounded on
‘given’ items: sense-data. The rejection of sense-data to account for
our perception means that philosophers that followed in Sellars’ footsteps do not need to appeal to metaphysical objects.

The Problems of the Phenomenological Aspect4

Churchland (1979) describes how we are able to change our view of
a starry night so as to have the visual perception of the truth of Copernicus’ theory. In the same way, our introspective perception allows us
to know that we have certain desires and beliefs. That, however, is only
an interpretation that we give to the information we gather according
to a certain theory—namely, folk psychology. Since this is only one
possible theory, if we substitute it with neuroscience, we should be
able to change how we interpret our introspective sensorial data, and
consequently also external data.

Objections to the Theory
There is a serious objection that the theory has to face in regard to
the phenomenology of perception, in particular for what concerns our
alleged ability to expand our introspective capacities once we get rid
of folk psychology (Nannini, 2011, pp. 203–206). What the opponent
may ask is: has the (almost) universal acceptance of the veracity of the
heliocentric theory of the universe changed the way in which we perceive a starry night? Or do we not see the same night sky that Ptolemy
saw? It is hard to accept, one can argue, that the way in which we come
in contact with information about the world depends on the same theoretical-cultural background as the way we describe the external world
and our mental states. In fact, Churchland seems to confuse three different theories (Nannini, 2011, p. 204):
•

•

that our perceptual judgements depend on the language and
psychological theory we use, and a change in the latter would
also change our judgements;
that our perceptions give us an image of the world dependent on the way our brain organizes the flux of information
from our senses; it is therefore possible to imagine animals or
aliens with different perceptions than ours;

4
In other words, the “phenomenological aspect” refers to “what it is like to
perceive” (Fish, 2010, p.2).
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that our perceptions depend on the same theoretical framework as our perceptual judgements, and they change with the
transformation of this framework.

While the first two hypothesis are more than plausible, the last is
objectionable. It seems absurd to think that we could be able to perceive the world through echolocations like bats do, simply by changing
our background scientific theory. Our brain is the way it is as result
of millenniums of years of evolution: how can a new theory, even a
more precise one, change our perceptions of the world—and of our
inner states? Assuming, for example, we find a new theory that is able
to describe in precise terms the electromagnetic waves that generate
each colour, our perception of a red object would still remain the same,
even though we would be able to describe it in different, more scientific
terms. In short, the theory builds on a confusion between ‘theoretical
constructs’ of psychology 5and the ‘mental constructs’ of our brain,
such as ideas and thoughts. Perceptions are elaborated based on a natural background, whereas perceptual judgements depend on a cultural
background.
A further objection that can be advanced to the theory is that it is
far too ambitious. It pretends, through a cultural and theoretical revolution, to change not only how we describe our own perceptions about
the world and our internal states, but also the very way in which we
perceive. According to the theory, abandoning folk psychology means
that we can use more accurate, neurophysiological terms in order to
describe our internal states: but still, is that enough to change how we
perceive?

A Possible Reply to the Objection. The Müller-Lyer Illusion

The objection to Churchland’s theory is very well founded. There
are, however, a few possible counterarguments in support of eliminativism. I will focus on studies on the Müller-Lyer illusion that show how
its strength depends on our cultural background: people with different
backgrounds suffer a different susceptibility to it. Thus, perceptions

5
The term refers to the constructs that derive from the different theories of
mind in psychology. For cognitive psychology, for example, the mind is like a computer
that elaborates the information that arrive through sense organs and emits emotional
and behavioral outputs, depending on the automatic assessment it does of the inputs;
according to analytic psychology, on the other hand, outputs are the products of subconscious, of instinctual drives of the Id, of its inner conflicts and of the intervention
of Ego and Super-ego. (Perdighe & Mancini, 2016).
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can change with a change in our cultural and theoretical background.
The Müller-Lyer illusion has been used several times during the
years by both Churchland and Jerry Fodor, in order to sustain their
opposing claims. The main point of the debate between the two philosophers is whether we should accept a foundationalist account of
justification in epistemology or not. The battlefield in which they
argue is in regard to the question whether theoretical conception is
capable of penetrating perception thoroughly. The two philosophers
distinguish—albeit not very clearly—between diachronic penetration
of perception, which lasts over a longer period of time, and synchronic,
which instantly stops the susceptibility of a subject to the illusion (or,
at least, lessens it).
Both philosophers accept the plasticity of mind and the theory-ladenness of some observations. Fodor claims, however, that it is
possible to have theory-free observations, and the Müller-Lyer illusion
is proof of the truth of the claim (Fodor, 1984). According to his interpretation, the persistence of the illusion is proof of the possibility of
theory-free observation. His argument is that since the illusion is absolutely impossible to suppress, it follows that there are observations
that are not theory-laden. On the opposite side, Churchland claims
that “observational knowledge always and inevitably involves some
theoretical presuppositions or prejudicial processing” (Churchland,
1988), and the Müller-Lyer illusion shows exactly this. Our theoretical background always has an influence on the way we see things. His
hypothesis is that it is diachronic penetrability rather than diachronic
encapsulation6 which predominates perception, as it is also suggested
by the studies on inverting lenses (see Kuhn, 1962).
Studies on the Müller-Lyer illusion
An interesting study analysed by McCauley and Henrich (2006) has
brought a significant contribution to the debate. The study was conducted by anthropologists and psychologists in different communities
around the world (Segall, Campbell, and Herskovits, 1966; based on
studies by W. H. R. Rivers, 1901, 1905). The experiment consisted in
submitting five illusions, among which the Müller-Lyer one, to people
of different ages and with very different cultural and environmental
6
Encapsulation refers to the idea that information in the brain cannot be
accessed by different psychological systems than the ones used to elaborate it. (Fodor,
1984)
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backgrounds. The findings show that the Müller-Lyer is proof that perception is, in fact, diachronically penetrable.

Figure 1 .

“Western” subjects are usually inclined to perceive the segment A
(Figure 1) as longer than B. In the study, researchers varied multiple
time the length of the two segments and each time asked the participants which of the two was longer. Then, they measured what length
difference between the segments was necessary for the subjects to see
them as equal. The strength of the illusion was defined by the estimation of this length difference: the longer the segment B had become,
the stronger the susceptibility to the illusion. The groups interviewed
are shown in Table 1 below.
Figure 2 displays the results of the study: on the left side, it is indicated the percentage of how longer segment A had to be than B in
order for the interviewees to perceive them as equal (PSE score).

Table 1. Details for Samples (McCauley & Heinrich, 2006, 92)
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On the right side, the vertical line shows the difference of the response
of children and adults of the same group.

Figure 2. McCauley & Heinrich, 2006, 93

The sample of American adults in Evanston (USA) is the most
susceptible to the illusion of the groups: segment B had to be approximately one fifth of the other for them to see the two lines as equal in
length. Hunter gathers from the Kalahari Desert, on the other hand,
are fundamentally immune to the illusion: A had to be just one percent
longer than B for them to see them as having the same length.
The results among children, aged from 5 to 11, have a pattern
similar to the one of the adults. The graph (Figure 2) shows that the differences between cultures is more pronounced between children than
it is between the groups of adults. In the case of the children belonging
to the Suku group, for example, ethnographers reported that PSE was
0%, whereas American children in Illinois scored a PSE of almost 22%,
higher than the one of the adults of the same cultural group.
Moreover, further studies among American subjects (see Wapner
& Werner, 1957) have proved that the susceptibility to the Müller-Lyer
illusion decreases between the age of 5 and 12, and then increases
again from 12 to 20, after which it does not change.
Segall, Campbell, and Herskovits’ (1966) explanation for the difference in susceptibility to the illusion centres on the “carpentered
environments” hypothesis: the difference is due to the prevalence
in one’s cultural environment of rectangular shapes, “a factor which
seems to be related to the tendency to interpret acute and obtuse
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angles on a two-dimensional surface as representative of rectangular
objects in three-dimensional space” (1966). Thus, people who live in
an urban environment such as Evanston in Illinois are more likely to
fall for the illusion.

Conclusions

From this study we can draw three conclusions:
1. what influences people’s susceptibility to the illusion works
between birth and age 20, therefore susceptibility to the illusion is
not innate;
2. the cause—or causes—have their effects mostly before age
11, or children’s pattern in Figure 2 would not be similar to the
adult’s;
3. the focus should turn on what kind of experience before the
age of 20 is the cause of the susceptibility.
The point of interest for the present discussion is that the study
shows that the effectiveness of the illusion is dependent on the cultural
background of the person: the illusion is diachronically penetrable, at
least during a certain age. People who grow up in different cultures and
environments have different perceptions. It can therefore be argued
that, even illusions that seem impossible to avoid, can actually be
overcome, at least until a certain age: by changing the environment,
our perceptions can change. This shows that our visual perceptions are
never completely objective, and that our cultural background defines
the way in which we perceive the world.
I believe that it is possible to use these results in order to answer
the objection put forward before. The dependency of our perceptions
to the environments means that, with a change in the latter, the former
undergoes a change, too: it does no longer seem so implausible that
a modification of our theories affects the way we perceive the world
and our internal states. Once we accept that even illusions such as the
Müller-Lyer—which Fodor frequently used as an example of an impenetrable illusion—can actually be suppressed, it becomes much easier
to believe in the possibility that perception can actually change with a
shift in our theoretical and cultural framework.

Discussions

I believe that the Müller-Lyer illusion offers a significant support to
Churchland’s claims. Studies on how the illusion works are good evi-
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dence that susceptibility to the illusion is in fact related to the cultural
and environmental background of a person. Although they may show
that the plasticity of mind is not as strong as Churchland claims it is,
it still remains an important proof in favour of the theory that empirical observations are theory dense. If it is possible to have different
responses to this illusion, it could be that we might be able to change
our perceptions through a modification of our background theories. As
it is shown in the study, a different background implies different susceptibility to the perception of the world. If you change the former, it
seems that also the latter is very likely to change. It is actually possible,
then, that our perceptions are not independent from our background.
I believe that eliminative materialism offers a significant explanation for the mind-body problem, and it should not be overlooked
too quickly. The advantages of accepting this theory are manifold.
First of all, neuroscience appears to give substantial support to the
claims of the theory. Furthermore, eliminativism description of the
inner workings of the brain offers a more suggestive explanation than
the language-based model endorsed by Fodor. With the PDP model,
we do not need to resort to syntactical rules to account for cognition.
Moreover, it is undeniable that folk psychology is a theory that has not
evolved in centuries. It is not implausible that it might be wrong: by
recognizing that it is not impossible to get rid of it, we can substitute it
with a much better theory, which has a greater explanatory potential.
Moreover, the radically materialistic view of the theory allows us to
abandon the Cartesian dualistic ideal that has shaped the debate on
the connection between mind and brain.
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Neuromodularity: A Potential Cross-Modular
Consciousnes
Larissa Melville
Simon Fraser University
We often ponder the nature of consciousness. Less common is
to consider whether individual parts of conscious experience
combine in the same way for every person. Are you able to
recognize faces? Can you understand the words on this page? In
recent years, some neurological conditions (e.g. prosopagnosia;
this article will explore many) have illustrated that the stream of
consciousness can be interrupted in meaningful ways—as if a piece
of the conscious experience has been removed. Michael Gazzaniga
(1988, 2018) proposes a modular sort of consciousness to explain
these observations by pulling evidence from neuroscience
research. His stance is thus coined here as neuromodularity.
This article explains the facets of a potential neuromodular
brain architecture: the history, the neurological construction
of a module, and neuromodular interactions in a layered and
parallel subsumption system. It explores how modular amplitude
and presence are determined by the functionality of key brain
structures, also explaining that by assuming neuromodularity,
the conscious system does not disintegrate entirely at the loss
of one module. Finally, this article pits additional neurological
deficits against Gazzaniga’s theory; the cross-sensory integration
of vision and multimodal interventions for brain injury serve
to test the integrity of a neuromodular system. It is theorized
that despite their complexity, this framework supports them.
Foremost, I intend to convince readers that Gazzaniga’s theory
of consciousness is worth pursuing as a valuable entry into the
tome of consciousness literature.
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Can someone ever be wrong about their conscious experiences?
It is certainly possible. In fact, we have two blind spots in our vision
because there are no photoreceptors where the optic nerve passes
through the retina. However, this spot is typically unnoticeable in consciousness because the brain fills the gap with its best guess (Durgin,
Tripathy, & Levi, 1995). This example suggests that other doubts about
consciousness are possible, for instance, in the subjectivity of colour
perception—a skill many believe is personally infallible. Surely, one
cannot be wrong about their experience of red. But I think our confidence in this belief is unfounded; consciousness does not become
more reliable over time and exposure. Rather, it is more like sleep: no
matter how many hours are dedicated to the practice, we never get any
better at it. In fact, I hope to convey in this article that the stream of
consciousness is a ubiquitous deception.
This paper aligns with illusionism—a theoretical approach to consciousness which denies that experiences have subjective properties
(Frankish, 2016), which are often called phenomenal properties of consciousness (i.e. the “what-it-is-likeness”; Nagel, 1974). One example is
my experience of aged cheese; it has introspective and qualitative features: sharp, strong, and steady. Some illusionist researchers believe
these phenomenal feelings arise from distortions of cognitive modules
(see Marinsek, 2016). However, the issue of phenomenality is not the
focus of this paper. Instead, I will offer an illusionist perspective which
proposes that the constituent parts of phenomenal (should they exist)
and cognitive systems produce individual pieces of consciousness; I
will argue that the unification of this modular activity is an illusion.
This article will present a neuromodular take on consciousness
pioneered by the cognitive neuroscience researcher Michael Gazzaniga
(2018) in his book The Consciousness Instinct. However, I only scratch
the surface of Gazzaniga’s lifetime of research here. In particular, this
article summarizes the proposal that consciousness is the result of
parallel modular processing and some considerations involved with
this claim. Gazzaniga likens the role of these modules to bubbles
which project into consciousness their best explanation and interpretation of the world. He believes that modular activity slots together in
a seamless illusion. Like a pot of boiling water, each bursting bubble
is a piece of awareness: independent, complex, and stitched together
by time. To explain how, this paper will investigate the brain as if it
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has a layered architecture. Insights into brain damage and behaviour
will bolster Gazzaniga’s view and simultaneously discredit any global
neural processor. The last section will address that I side with Gazzaniga because his framework recognizes data from cross-modal research
and explains why split-brain patients sometimes cannot recognize the
actions of their left hand. But first, it is imperative to consider a brief
history of modularity.

Some Misguided Accounts of Modularity

For some, understanding the human experience is an onerous
challenge; for others, it is the hardest problem of them all. Dan Dennett (2003, 0:55), a cognitive scientist and consciousness researcher,
explains that when philosophers ask what he works on, “their lips curl
into a snarl, and [he] get[s] hoots of derision and cackles and growls
because they think: that’s impossible.” Like Dennett, I think they are
wrong. Scientific evidence may yet explain the complexity of consciousness. Besides, the shadow it casts does not deter every philosopher,
as many prominent views pepper the field, undeterred. In particular,
the subject of modularity has grown over the past few decades, rising
and falling in an adapting theoretical landscape. Likewise, Gazzaniga’s
(2018) addition to consciousness literature deserves some scrutiny.
Although, I will first explore previous iterations of modularity to illustrate that Gazzaniga’s perspective is compelling on many fronts.
To begin, the study of phrenology is one of the first known cases
of physiological modularity, although not called so at the time. It was
incepted in the early 19th century by Franz Joseph Gall. Phrenology is
defined as the study of measuring skull protrusions to predict individual characteristics. Essentially, Gall believed that faculties of the
mind resided in the cerebral cortex and were organized into 35 or so
regions based on functionality. For instance, there were mapped areas
for colour and form perception, and more fugacious qualities like
cautiousness and secretiveness. When a region worked harder in comparison to others it “grew” and caused a bump on the cranium; it was
thus a prominent quality of an individual’s disposition. As an example, if someone was secretive, the region superior to the ear would
be enlarged (see Figure 1; Gall & Spurzheim, 1810–1819; Gazzaniga,
Ivry, & Mangun, 2014). The practice quickly got scathing reviews from
Pierre Flourens (1846), as he found more accurate neural correlates for
function (e.g. decorticate pigeons had no perception or motor ability).
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Figure 1. Definition of each phrenological organ
Note. This diagram locates the various phrenological organs on the scalp, such as
secretiveness and mirthfulness.

If nothing else, phrenology seeded the idea of localization—that distinct modules in the brain could house individual functions.
The concept of modularity became popular at the dawn of Jerry
Fodor’s (1983) Modularity of Mind. Put simply, his theory suggests any
cognitive system which largely falls into a set of nine constraints can
be considered modular. For this article, the most relevant constraint
is information encapsulation, which for Fodor, is weighted heavily
above the others. Modules are restricted by the flow of information,
both entering and exiting the module. Furthermore, Fodor believed
that input systems such as perception were modular but central systems like reasoning were not. While Fodor’s theory is widely disputed,
especially on the point of information encapsulation (see Prinz, 2006),
modularity has evolved as a useful tool to speculate about neurological
and mental architecture.

Modularity, Again

The kind of modularity proposed by Gazzaniga (1988, 2018) is
seated in neuroscience research. Gazzaniga defines a module as a
specialized network of neurons that serves a particular purpose; there
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may be hundreds if not thousands of modules available. It differs from
the modularity proposed by Fodor (1983), which says that modules are
components that contribute to certain cognitive functions, such as
language (Gazzaniga, 1988). In Gazzaniga’s (2018) framework, but not
Fodor’s (1983), language production is a possible module. Traditionally,
language production was thought to be localized to the left inferior
frontal gyrus in the pars triangularis and opercularis—a region called
Broca’s area (see Figure 2). However, it is almost never the case that
a cognitive function can be isolated to one cerebral location. In fact,
language production occurs beyond the scope of Broca’s area; it is a
complex network of white matter tracts which recruit parts of the premotor cortex and superior temporal gyrus, amongst others (see Figure
2; Friederici, 2015). Additionally, the primary auditory cortex is necessary to hear one’s own speech and modify it appropriately (Hickok &
Poeppel, 2007). The point is that Gazzaniga’s modules are not spatially
contiguous like a puzzle, in fact, many modules have multiple pathways, and may also share similar pathways. Modules should instead be
analyzed though functional categories (e.g. language production).

Figure 2. White matter pathways between the frontal and temporal language
centres

Note. The red and green bidirectional arrows outline the two dorsal white matter
pathways believed to activate during language production and preparation. The
inferior frontal gyrus and Broca’s area are sometimes synonymous; damage here may
cause Broca’s aphasia.
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Crucially, this neuromodular architecture rejects the need for a global
processor—a system where every neuron is connected. That is, there
is no centralized system plucking consciousness from neural activity
anywhere (Gazzaniga, 2018).
Gazzaniga (2018) explains that there are several advantages to a
neuromodular set-up in comparison to a global processor. In one case,
the energy cost of running a global system is impractical as dendritic
connections would be too dense and axonal connections would be too
long (Gazzaniga, 2018). Not only would this architecture slow processing speeds considerably, the brain would be twenty kilometers in
diameter (Gazzaniga, Ivry, & Mangun, 2014; Nelson & Bower, 1990)! In
a neuromodular system, a task can selectively activate relevant modules rather than the entire structure. In this case, axons are thinner and
transmit electrical impulses faster, which helps complete tasks more
efficiently (Gazzaniga, 2018). Another advantage to modular architecture is that concurrent tasks can be completed by different modules
working independently. Simultaneous walking and talking serves as
an example: the walking module (or multiple modules) is strained by
additional motor tasks. It turns out completing a cognitive task is easier while walking than another motor task. For instance, discriminating
between different tones would be easier to accomplish while walking than holding two sticks and not letting them touch (Beurskens,
Steinberg, Antoniewicz, Wolff, & Granacher, 2016). In comparison, a
global processor would be heavily overworked by doing these two simple tasks (Gazzaniga, 2018). Therefore, due to cost inefficiencies, slow
processing, and the inability to process two simultaneous activities, a
wholly neuromodular system is the more fitting architecture.
Finally, if neural processing was global, the entire system—consciousness included—would collapse at the loss of a module (Gazzaniga,
2018). Imagine any person who has suffered a stroke or brain lesion;
they may still be able to see, hear, and walk. Sometimes after a stroke,
the language production areas are damaged, which typically leads to
a condition called non-fluent or Broca’s aphasia. Non-fluent aphasia is
an impairment of language production only; its absence does not beget
total system failure. On the contrary, patients mostly retain cognitive
function, phonemic articulation, and language comprehension (Conklyn, Novak, Boissy, Bethoux, & Chemali, 2012). Thus, the stream of
consciousness continues, despite the lost module. This autobiograph-
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ical consciousness is inherited only from the functioning modules,
which may impede lost or deficient modules from entering conscious
awareness.
More conclusive evidence for a non-global processor is found in
studies of spatial hemi-neglect, an attentional condition caused by
brain damage in which one half of a patient’s world appears not to
exist. Note this is not a deficit of vision, but rather of damaged attentional mechanisms typically in the right hemisphere (Behrmann, Watt,
Black, & Barton, 1997). For instance, a patient might forget to put
makeup on one side of her face, leave half of her plate unfinished, or
fail to report details from parts of sensory stimuli. Furthermore, she
will deny anything is wrong—a condition called anosognosia (Kerkhoff, 2001). In a test of extinction, where two objects are placed in a
patient’s two hemifields, only one of them is consciously registered
(i.e. the ipsilesional side). However, if a singular object is presented, in
either hemifield, the patient will readily recognize it (Gazzaniga, Ivry,
& Mangun, 2014; Vallar, 1998). Gazzaniga (2018) believes this phenomenon describes a sort of competitive processing, where the functioning
modules’ activity overcomes any challengers. The losing module never
makes it to consciousness. To reiterate, according to Gazzaniga (2018),
system collapse would befall a global processor upon damage to it. By
instead assuming neuromodularity, the piece that a module contributed to consciousness is either lost or diminished in amplitude when
damaged, which supports the evidence that brain lesions do not shut
down conscious awareness entirely.

Layered Architecture as a Neurological Avenue

Modules are not informationally encapsulated like Fodor (1983)
thought. In fact, Gazzaniga (1988, 2018) emphasizes they are highly
interconnected in the brain. Evidence comes again from studies of
language neurology. To explain, another likely language module is
semantic processing. Activation along a white matter tract from the
superior temporal gyrus to parts of the inferior frontal lobe is associated with semantic processing (see Figure 2; Friederici, 2015). These
fibers are a possible connection between two distinct and functionally
similar modules. Modules that activate during a specialized process
(e.g. language) tend to have stronger interconnectivity and interact
less with unrelated modules (Gazzaniga, 2018). But how are these
interactions structured holistically?
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Gazzaniga (2018) recommends exploring the concept of a layered
architecture, a term likely familiar to computer scientists and engineers
alike. He suggests a similar architecture may occur in biological systems.
To simplify greatly, layered architecture denotes a parallel processing
system in which activation occurs simultaneously at all layers, rather
than sequentially. While every layer communicates bidirectionally,
processing may not omit a layer (e.g. layer 3 may output information
to layer 2 but not layer 1), meaning information processed at lower
layers is inaccessible to higher ones (Doyle & Csete, 2011; Gazzaniga,
2018). In a biological example, consider how exhausting it would be
to be aware of every neuronal firing; producing language would incite
thoughts for every phoneme, morpheme, syntactic rule, and so forth (if
such a layered system occurred). To reduce energy consumption, the
phonemes that are deciphered by the morpheme layer’s protocol are
hidden to the syntax layer. Essentially, the syntactic structure need not
“know” of the phonemes.
Information is abstracted at each layer and the level of necessary
detail depends on the processing required. Layers work on a “need
to know” basis, behaving independently within a specific set of protocols—instructions that stipulate permitted communication at both
an interlayer and intralayer capacity (Doyle & Csete, 2011; Gazzaniga,
2018). Layers are constrained like an hourglass; protocols are enacted
at the neck, and granules of modulated outputs spread to the subsequent layers. Doyle and Csete (2011) find a layered system in clothing
as an example. The primary function of clothing is protection from
outside elements, but each layer must follow specific constraints. For
instance, the t-shirt must be soft, the cardigan must provide warmth,
and the jacket must deflect the rain. This construction allows for a
limitless number of inputs to maximize the number of outputs (i.e.
thousands of outfit permutations; Gazzaniga, 2018). There is an eerie
similarity here between layered and neural architecture, as there are
often many neural pathways that a single behaviour can activate (Gazzaniga, 2018). Perhaps, then, a layered architecture might delineate
the complex processing between the modules of the brain.
If the brain is indeed layered, biological learning must be viably
explained within that framework, although it is important to first
understand learning in a layered architecture as it was originally proposed in robotics. That is, modules and layers overtake any need for a
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centralized system. Energy costs notwithstanding, a global system like
those in older robots would be prone to freezing at the presence of a
previously unencountered stimulus (Gazzaniga, 2018). Rodney Brooks
(1986) solved this problem by introducing subsumption architecture.
Here, a layer is described as housing one or more behavioural modules.
Simply put, novel information accretes new layers into pre-existing
ones and becomes absorbed (subsumed) by the entire system. Individual nodes may run independently of each other, working on multiple
goals concurrently, although, control can also be captured by higher
layers, which subsume the roles of the lower layers (see Figure 3; see
also Brooks, 1986, for more detail).

Figure 3. The process of subsumption in a layered architecture
Note. This is a potential representation of a layer network which projects its processes into consciousness. Each layer may work on individual goals concurrently. It is
assumed here that communication is bidirectional between layers.

Although layered architecture is crucial for robot function, is it
analogous in the brain? Gazzaniga (2018) believes it is. Recent biological research agrees with him. For example, there is speculation of
a layered architecture in molecular communication (Nakano, Suda,
Okaie, Moore, & Vasilakos, 2014). Yet, while the brain may be layered,
the nuance and organization of layers remain a mystery. Gazzaniga
(2018) proposes one potential layered learning system: a control layer
which plans for future perturbations by extracting from memory and
adjusting layer protocols as necessary. One version of this is sensitization, a learning which occurs when a repeated stimulus elicits stronger
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responses over time (Overmier, 2002). I imagine getting bitten by a
snake might cause a greater avoid response the next time one is
encountered. In this case, the protocol has shifted from “explore the
environment” to “explore the environment and watch out for snakes.”
In the end, Gazzaniga (2018) concedes that neuroscientists are nowhere
close to solving how the brain regulates its layers. However, his stance
may guide future neuroscience research.

Bubble, Bubble

There has been much preamble so far about modules, layers, and
brain lesions, but how does it all construct consciousness? Gazzaniga
(2018) hypothesizes the following: consciousness is derived from the
activation of independent modules amalgamated into a comprehensive system, which is modulated only by the relative dominance and
amplitude of module activity. As explained previously, modules are
organized into complex layers to perform specialized functions, but
each module is largely unaware of other modules’ processing. By operating in parallel, neuromodular activity can appear simultaneously.
Consciousness is a stream of activations from relevant modules, sewn
together seamlessly by the brain in temporal unison. The fact that we
are unaware of neuromodular fusion at a conscious level is the illusion
of which Gazzaniga (2018) speaks. Lose one module, and that piece
of consciousness is lost too, although, some modules might function
under specific conditions (e.g. spatial hemi-neglect). Chiefly, it is
almost never the case the consciousness is lost completely.
Evidence for the above hypothesis arrives from split-brain patients
who appear to possess two independent conscious systems. To explain,
split-brain patients have a severed portion of the corpus callosum, the
large band of axons which connects the two hemispheres. It is also
possible to have a commissurotomy, which is a complete disconnection of the corpus callosum plus all the remaining white matter tracts
between hemispheres (commissures). In such cases, researchers have
noticed that not only was the brain split, but so was the mind (Gazzaniga, 2018; Sperry, 1969). Since language is predominantly a left
hemisphere function, when the brain is split, the right hemisphere has
no capacity to speak. Early research on corpus callosotomy and commissurotomy patients show similar abnormalities in response to input
in both visual fields. Either type of patient can freely verbalize items
presented in the right visual field (perceived by the left hemisphere).
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However, they fail to identify stimuli presented to the left visual field
(perceived by the right hemisphere) because information transfer from
the right hemisphere to the language module in the left hemisphere
is gone. In fact, these patients deny seeing anything in the left visual
field. In comparison, when asked to point with their left hand (controlled by the right hemisphere), they can pick an item matching what
was presented to the right hemisphere (Gazzaniga, 2018; Sperry, 1970).
It is as if each hemisphere has no conscious awareness of the other.

Figure 4. Neural processing of visual input in a split-brain patient
Note. A split-brain patient sees two different images in each hemisphere. The left
hemisphere processes the chicken foot and points to a chicken with the right hand.
The right hemisphere processes a snowy scene and points to the shovel with the left
hand. The left hemisphere interpreter attempts to explain the shovel into the chicken
narrative because it does not have access to the snowy scene.

A modular make-up might explain the perceptual irregularity seen
in split brain patients. The left hemisphere is a major “interpreter” of
its perceptions, that is, it attempts to find causal relations and explanations from its isolated information (Gazzaniga, 2000, 2018). In
Gazzaniga’s (2000) experiment, a split-brain patient is presented two
dissimilar visual stimuli, one to each hemisphere, and asked to point to
a related image for each stimulus from a randomized array. For example, the patient sees a snowy house in the left hemifield and a chicken
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foot in the right. The left hand chooses an item based on what the right
hemisphere sees—such as a shovel, which goes with snow. However,
the left hemisphere does not know why the left hand is pointing at a
shovel when it saw the chicken foot (see Figure 4). Intriguingly, the
left hemisphere interpreter attempts an explanation: “oh, you use the
shovel to clean out the chicken coop,” fabricating a narrative congruent
with the chicken scene. Gazzaniga (2018) explains that in split-brain
patients, the left hemisphere contains modules that are inaccessible
to the right, and vice versa. At some level, the stream of consciousness
bifurcates, and two separate minds are born.
Gazzaniga (2018) likens his version of consciousness to a boiling
pot of water. Each module has the capacity to appear in consciousness,
and when activated, a little bubble will sprout to the surface. Upon
breaking, burst of consciousness emerges, only replaced by another
module’s bubble in a timeless dynamic motion. The transition from
one bubble of consciousness to the next is seamless—an illusion unbeknownst to most.

Braille, Music, and Magic

I want to present three accounts of neurological data which settle comfortably within Gazzaniga’s (2018) framework. The first two
concern the possible neuromodular and layered architecture of the
brain, beginning with how modules have a capacity for cross-sensory
integration, and followed by how a multi-modal therapy may outline
a potential layer that travels across hemispheres. Finally, in the grand
scheme, I will look deeper into the split-brain patient and offer an
example of how neuromodular unity is illusory.
I must stress that Gazzaniga’s (2018) definition for modules is
deliberately flexible. It leaves the door open for phenomena like
complex interactions, neuromodular overlap, multiple realizability,
and cross-modal bubbles of consciousness; it allows for the mental
resilience that slews of brain lesion research profess to. In one study
(Merabet et al., 2008), dormant neural pathways in the occipital lobe
were activated by touch after a period of vision loss. Participants were
all sighted. In the experimental group, participants were blindfolded for
a period of six days and periodically tested with fMRI. During this time,
the participants learned braille and played other tactile games. Crucially, in comparison to the previous fMRI results, the fifth day showed
strong activation in the occipital lobe. These data suggest that mod-
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ule(s) in the visual cortex have pre-existing cross-modal connections
that selectively activate for non-visual tactile stimulation. Gazzaniga’s
(2018) framework accounts for this data: if one pathway is lost, another
will pick up the slack. Every pathway would need to be broken to lose
“vision” (or consciousness) entirely. Notice this example characterizes
multiple realizability—layered biological architectures often have many
ways of accomplishing the same task. This suggests that the brain can
generate sight in more than one way, be it through visual pathways or
tactile ones, which supports a highly adaptable and robust system.
It remains unclear in Merabet et al.’s (2008) study whether a new
module has been formed, or if an old module has been recruited.
Therefore, I propose that a greater severity of module loss, whether
lesioned or through disuse, will recruit functioning neural connections into a new module. Evidence comes from homotopic connections
found between Broca’s area homologs in each hemisphere, which I
believe are two strongly connected modules in a layer. By extension,
this neural connection serves to improve language production after
Broca’s area is lesioned. To explain, since 1973, speech-language
pathologists have used intact musical ability as a tool for patients
with non-fluent aphasia to recover language function. The technique
was coined Melodic Intonation Therapy (MIT; Albert, Sparks, & Helm,
1973). These melodic features of language are found predominantly
in the right hemisphere (Jeffries, Fritz, & Braun, 2003), and may be
unaffected after a left hemisphere stroke. For instance, many patients
with non-fluent aphasia can still sing the words to popular childhood
songs unimpeded (Yamadori, Osumi, Masuhara, & Okubo, 1977). The
effect of recruiting right hemispheric structures to support language
is well-documented. In fact, participant scores on language tests can
improve after just one session of MIT (Conklyn et al., 2012). Yet, it
remains unclear what neurological change MIT incites. Either Broca’s
area is moderately restored to its original state or the right hemisphere takes control of language; however, current research suggests
both hypotheses are correct. The type of plasticity depends on lesion
severity. The right hemisphere only takes over when lesion severity is
absolute (Schlaug et al., 2010), that is, a new module is formed. In the
case where perilesional tissue around Broca’s area can be repaired, the
connection to its homolog is an example of multimodal fortification,
where the old module regains some function. I believe the addition
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of new modules or the recuperation of old ones is explainable within
Gazzaniga’s (2018) framework.
Gazzaniga (2018) claims that modular activations each have the
capacity to make us aware of their processing. They are linked together
through time like a movie shown in 24 frames per second; the transition
between frames is invisible to the eye much like the transition between
the parallel neuromodular processing that makes up consciousness.
This neuromodular unity is not damaged in split-brain patients. When
the two hemispheres are in conflict, the left hemisphere is confused
but not isolated by the right hemisphere’s behaviours (Marinsek, 2016).
Post surgery, some patients make comments about their left hand (controlled by the right hemisphere) such as “she won’t do what I tell it,” or
“I turn the water tap with my right hand and the left comes and turns
it off” (Zaidel, 1994, p. 16-17). However, the illusion of unity remains
intact. That is, the self-identity is maintained as the left hemisphere
always assumes responsibility for the right hemisphere’s behaviour
(Marinsek, 2016). Patients never say, “my right hemisphere turned the
tap off.” According to Gazzaniga (2000), it is the left hemisphere interpreter module which helps to maintain this illusion of unity, despite
not having access to the modules in the right hemisphere.

Future Endeavors

It is, of course, impossible to propose a theory so ground-breaking
that it renders everyone speechless. Many questions surface that of yet
have no definitive answer and require future research or clarification.
One pressing issue is that Gazzaniga’s (2018) version of modularity
may not avoid the binding problem—how the cognitive system neurologically integrates information from neuromodular processing into
a unified whole. In particular, the binding problem in neuromodular
research describes how to scale the activity of a singular neuron into
the functioning of a neural network (Revonsuo, 1999), and even further,
how such networks work together to create a unified consciousness.
These biological details remain unknown.

Conclusion

As I type, many bubbles are rising to bring to me the illusion of a
unified consciousness. Audition modules stitch together the dreamy
notes of Chopin and the tap tap of my keyboard; olfactory modules
detect sage with hints of wet dog; visual modules process the dim light
from my lampshade, and further, the words from this article. In the
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latter case, the neuromodular processing is so fast and instinctual, I
have to recognize words. Whatever is going on behind the curtain is
complicated and vexing—at least for now. I predict future research will
uncover that consciousness is a multi-modal system; I also believe
that Gazzaniga’s (2018) framework for the neuromodularity of consciousness will adapt and mature as a result. Once the architecture is
uncovered, we will see the naked truth about consciousness: a sleight
of hand of the most phenomenal sort.
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A Representational Account of Lexical
Preferences in Quantifier Scope Ambiguity
Jane S.Y. Li
Simon Fraser University
The sentences each student read a book and all students read
a book yield different interpretation preferences when read by
monolingual English speakers—the former sentence generates
a picture of a group of students reading different books,
whereas the latter a picture of the same group of students
reading a single book (Feiman & Snedeker, 2016). In this article,
I propose a psychologically-realized account driven by mental
representations of the universal quantifier (Knowlton et al.,
2019), which deviates from traditional rule-based quantifier
scope theories (Beghelli & Stowell, 1997; Champollion, 2010,
and more). Furthermore, the representational theory is able to
extend to multilingual data (Scontras et al., 2017) when models
of bilingual lexical access (Dylman & Barry, 2018) are considered.

Doubly quantified sentences may generate ambiguous interpretations, as shown in the sentences below:
(1) Every student read a book. (∀> ∃)
a. Surface interpretation (∀> ∃): for all students, they each 		
read a (different) book.
b. Inverse interpretation (∃ > ∀): a single book was read by all
students.
(2) A student read every book. (∃ > ∀)
a. Surface interpretation (∃ > ∀): a single student read all the
books.
b. Inverse interpretation (∀ > ∃): all books were read by 		
(different) students.
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The ability to access two logical interpretations from one sentence
is often explained by abstract covert movements that occur in between
S-structure (where surface forms are represented as trees) and logical
form (LF; where logical interpretations may be accessed). In most analyses of quantification-related issues, the operation Quantifier Raising
(QR; May, 1990) is assumed. QR specifies that quantifier phrases (e.g.
every student, a book) may rise to scope over another quantifier phrase
at LF. Figure 1 illustrates an example of QR.
While monolingual English speakers find a preference for the surface interpretation in sentence (1) and (2) (Feiman & Snedeker, 2016;
Scontras et al., 2017), the preference changes when the quantifier word
is different:
(3) All students read a book.
(4) Each student read a book.

Figure 1. Derivations of the surface and inverse interpretations via QR.

The usage of all in sentence (3) induces a strong preference for the
inverse interpretation (a single book was read), whereas each induces
the preference for the surface interpretation (for all students, they
read a different book). Despite the logical equivalence (in surface form)
in both first and second-order logic, the three quantifier words each,
every, and all lead to robustly different interpretation preferences.
More specifically, Ioup (1975) observed that quantifier words fall along
a hierarchy based on their preference for the surface interpretation:
each > every > all > most > many > several > some > a few
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Many works on quantifier scope ambiguity have set out to provide
an adequate explanation of lexical preferences in quantifier scope
ambiguity (Beghelli & Stowell, 1997; Champollion, 2010), with most
of them postulating an abstract feature that dictates scoping mechanisms that give rise to inverse and surface readings. Is there, however,
a less abstract explanation that accounts for the graded hierarchy that
has been frequently replicated?
Furthermore, a much more complex pattern of scopal preferences
arises when we look beyond monolingual English data. Scontras et al.’s
(2017) investigation of bilingual scope access made use of heritage
Mandarin speakers, who speak both Mandarin (L1; an inverse-prohibiting language, where inverse readings are strongly dispreferred) and
English (L2; inverse-allowing), but have used English dominantly since
the onset of schooling. When tested on surface versus inverse preferences in English doubly quantified sentences, the heritage speakers
patterned closer to monolingual Mandarin speakers than monolingual
English speakers (but significantly different from both groups) despite
being more proficient in English.
The prohibition of inverse scope in Mandarin is a well-documented phenomenon (Aoun & Li, 1989; Huang, 1998) which has been
accounted for by the Isomorphic Principle (Aoun & Li, 1989):
(5) Suppose A and B are Quantifier Phrases. Then if A
c-commands B at S-Structure, A c-commands B at LF.
In other words, if a quantifier phrase such as every student scopes over
another quantifier phrase (a book) in its surface form (Figure 2), it must
remain that way in the interpretation, such that only surface interpretation can be accessed.

Figure 2. Every student scopes over (c-commands) a book
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From their experimental results, Scontras et al. (2017) conclude
that the Isomorphic Principle applies to the system of the heritage
speakers (i.e. it applies to all languages that the person speaks) because
it is the simpler configuration. Subsequently, Scontras et al. (2017)
claims that the deviation of heritage speakers from the monolingual
Mandarin speakers stems from a well-documented “yes-bias” (Scontras et al., 2017, p. 19) that enables heritage speakers to easily accept
an interpretation rather than reject it. Again, like the explanations for
monolingual English data, is there a more naturalistic explanation that
takes into account multilingual data without resorting to experimental
design-related biases?
In sum, a successful account of quantificational preferences and
access must provide an adequate explanation for lexical preferences
across quantifier words. In this paper, I propose a representational
theory that draws inspiration from experimental work on the representation of universal quantifiers (Knowlton et al., 2019) and lexical
access models in psycholinguistics (Dell, 1986; Dylman & Barry, 2018).
Instead of postulating a feature which dictates lexical preference, I
propose that lexical preferences are driven by the order of logic (i.e.
propositional/predicate vs. set theoretic representations) of each
quantifier word, which is consistent with the experimental findings
from Feiman and Snedeker (2016). I also posit that the theory can be
extended to multilingual data if we consider spreading activation of
prohibiting features from their heritage language to their target language (English). In conjunction with other non-conflicting principles,
the representational theory provides a psychologically-grounded
explanation for lexical preferences in scope ambiguity.
In the following sections, I will first elaborate in finer detail a traditional analysis of lexical preferences in the context of current empirical
data. In turn, the shortcomings of this framework motivates a new
analysis that deviates from traditional rule-based theories. In section
three, the representational framework is discussed in detail—from its
theoretical basis to its implications for future work, this paper provides
an in-depth analysis of scopal semantics by incorporating psycholinguistic findings and linguistic theory.

The Traditional Analysis

This section is first prefaced with a discussion on preference and
accessibility, which is crucial for interpreting experimental results and
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creating theoretical inferences. Then, the analyses proposed in previous literature shall be examined in detail in light of empirical results
reviewed in the previous section.
Preference and Accessibility
Literature relevant to quantifier scope ambiguity use the terms
preference and accessibility as a descriptor of one’s response towards
interpretations of quantificational ambiguity.
The notion of accessibility is generally used to describe the existence of an interpretation in the minds of the reader. For instance, the
inverse interpretation of sentence every student read a book is accessible
for English speakers, but not for Mandarin speakers (Aoun & Li, 1989;
Huang, 1998)—when prompted with a question, “can all the students
be reading a single book together?" (inverse), most Mandarin speakers
would answer “no”, as they lack the accessibility for the inverse interpretation. Accessibility can be thought of as a binary feature applied to
an interpretation, where a reading is either [+accessible] or [−accessible]. In an acceptability experiment, where subjects are asked to rate
a certain interpretation on a scale of 0 to n, a “floor” rating (0–1 on a
scale of 7) is generally reflective of an inaccessible interpretation.
Preference, on the other hand, is concerned with the strength of
the interpretation. When prompted with the same question, “can all
the students be reading a single book together?", most English speakers would answer along the lines of, “Yes, but it makes more sense
when they’re each reading their own books" (surface), as they have a
stronger preference for the surface interpretation. As doubly quantified sentences come with only two possible interpretations, preference
can be thought of as relative and binary—when one interpretation is
preferred, it implies that it is preferred over the other interpretation,
and the other interpretation is dispreferred. The magnitude of preference/dispreference can be thought of as being on a continuum, with
strong on one end and equal preference on the other end. On the measure of acceptability, the strength of preference is generally reflected
by the magnitude of acceptability difference across conditions (e.g.
surface versus inverse).
The Distributivity Analysis
We now turn to a classic analysis in the generative fashion, presented by Beghelli and Stowell (1997). It is important to note that
Beghelli and Stowell’s (1997) framework is designed to account for a
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host of quantification-related phenomena, thus parts of the analysis
here might seem superfluous when presented in this article.
Beghelli and Stowell (1997) first brings up the notion of distributivity—a quantifier word is distributive when it addresses the referents
individually, as opposed to non-distributive quantifier words which
address the referent as a single unit. Distributivity can be diagnosed in
the following sample sentences:
(6) a. ??
b.

All students read a different book.
Each student read a different book.

In sentence (6), a surface interpretation is necessary to correctly understand the sentence, where books are read individually by each student.
This set of sample sentence diagnoses each as a distributive quantifier

Figure 3.
Note. LF movement of [+dist] quantifier words, where the quantifier phrase necessarily c-commands the existential quantifier phrase. Tree taken from Beghelli and
Stowell (1997).
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word, and all non-distributive. The authors then postulate that distributivity is a syntactic feature, and establish that each is [+distributive],
every is unspecified, and all is [−distributive].
Then, in the context of covert movement at LF, Beghelli and
Stowell (1997) propose that [+distributive] words undergo obligatory
movement to a distributive quantifier phrase (DQP) in order to get its
feature checked at [Spec, DistP] (Figure 3).
Conversely, [−dist] quantifier words are disallowed from movement
to [Spec, DistP], thus predicted to not have access to the surface interpretation in the sentence all students read a book. Unspecified [dist]
words (every) have optional movement. The [dist] specifications on
the three universal quantifier words resemble Ioup’s (1975) hierarchy
(each > every > all).
Group-denoting quantifier phrases (essentially existential quantifier phrases) may undergo raising to scope over DQPs in order to
generate the inverse interpretation.
In sum, Beghelli and Stowell’s (1997) analysis postulates an abstract
feature [±distributive] that dictates whether or not universal quantifier
phrases are allowed to raise to scope over the existential quantifier
phrases. We now turn to a representational account that attempts to
account for the same set of monolingual data.

A Representational Account

As concluded by Feiman and Snedeker (2016), “[f]uture linguistic
theories should seek to explain the representational basis of these
preferences, and how they relate to the mechanisms underlying quantifier scope assignment and LF construction” (Feiman & Snedeker,
2016, p. 50). This section echoes Feiman and Snedeker’s vision for theories of quantifier scope ambiguity. I propose a new framework built
on previous investigations of the mental representations of linguistic
units (Knowlton et al., 2019), which can successfully predict lexical
preferences for monolingual English speakers. Furthermore, with the
consideration of bilingual models of lexical access, the representational theory may extend to account for bilingual data elicited from
Scontras et al. (2017).
Basic Assumptions
Like many theories of quantifier scope ambiguity, this thery
assumes that Quantifier Raising (hereafter QR) is the main scoping
mechanism to derive inverse interpretations. I also follow current
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theories in postulating that the Processing Scope Economy Principle
(Anderson, 2004) and Isomorphic Principle (Aoun & Li, 1989, see section 1, (5)) hold true:
(7) The human sentence processing mechanism prefers to 		
compute a scope configuration with the simplest syntactic
representation (or derivation). Computing a more complex
configuration is possible but incurs a processing cost.
(Anderson, 2004)
More precisely, the Isomorphic Principle is only applied to inverse-prohibiting languages, and not to the language user’s system like Scontras
et al. (2017) have suggested. Without postulating other mechanisms,
these principles predict that when one is using an inverse-prohibiting
language, they are unable to perform QR and access the inverse interpretation. Once they speak an inverse-allowing language, they have
access to the inverse reading, but it is dispreferred due to its higher
processing cost.
Mental Representation of Universal Quantifiers
In the realm of classical logic, the following predicates are logically
equivalent but are represented in different order:
(8) Every book is heavy.
a. First-order logic (predicate and propositional):
∀xB(x) ⇒ H(x). (for all entities that are books, they are heavy.)
b. Second-order logic (set-theoretic):
B ⊆ H, where B = {x : x is a book} and H = {x : x is heavy}.
(the set of all books are contained within the set of heavy 		
things.)
First-order logic terms embody a relationship between properties (as
predicates) of an abstract entity, whereas second-order terms embody
a relationship between sets of entities.
Through verification tasks, Knowlton et al. (2019) probed the mental representation of the universal quantifier words: each, every, and
all. Subjects were first shown quantified sentences such as all of the/
every/each of the big dots are blue, then a visual display related to the
initial sentence. They were then given a question regarding cardinality
of the visual scene shown earlier, and the accuracy and precision of
their answers were the dependent variables of the study.
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They hypothesize that if a sentence is mentally represented in
second-order form, subjects are more sensitive toward numerical
information, such as the cardinality and the amount of overlapping
members between two sets, thus performing more accurately and
precisely. Most was used as baseline to confirm this hypothesis as the
access to most must involve the representation of set and cardinality
information:
Most A are B iff |A ∩ B| > |A ∪ B|

The number of members in the set of items that are A and B is larger
than the set of things that are A and not B.
Results from the verification tasks suggest that every and all pattern with second-order logic, whereas each patterns with a first-order
terms. More specifically, however, Knowlton et al. (2019) found that
responses for all target sentences were significantly more precise than
every sentences—all holds a stronger second order representation with
respect to precision. On that view, precision across universal quantifier
words present an each > every > all hierarchy.
Instead of postulating a [± distributive] feature that dictates interpretation preferences, I propose that the order of logical system (first
vs. second) is the key context for the divide in scoping behaviour—universal quantifier words that pattern with first order logic (each) prefer
surface readings; conversely, second order logic words (all) prefer
inverse readings. I speculate that inverse constructions via quantifier raising with sets as an entity (second order) are processing-wise,
less costly than their predicate counterparts, where each item in the
observing set are seen as individuals. This speculation is somewhat
similar to Beghelli and Stowell’s (1997) reasoning, but in the context
of processing cost as opposed to obligatoriness in covert movement.
Not only is this postulation is consistent with Feiman and Snedeker’s
(2016) findings for universal quantifiers, it also provides a naturalistic
reason for the difference in scoping behaviour. The following example illustrates how lexical preferences can be derived in the current
framework.
Given two doubly quantified sentences each student read a book
(4b, 5b) and all students read a book (4a, 5a), their S-structures can be
represented by the following trees:
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Figure 4 . The two doubly quantified sentences at the S-structure level.

Figure 5. The two doubly quantified sentences at logical form.

As noted in the basic assumptions of the theory, inverse interpretations shall be derived through quantifier raising. The theory predicts
that the inverse processing cost is eased for all students read a book
given the strong second-order representation of all. Conversely, the
inverse processing cost for each student read a book is increased due to
the strong first-order representation of each.
Spreading Activation of Prohibitive Features
Thus far, we have taken into account data for monolingual speakers. Now, we turn to the bilingual data, particularly that of heritage
speakers of Mandarin. In this section, I entertain the possibility of
using connectionist models to account for bilingual data. It is important to note that experimentation, in this case computational modelling
is required to verify my claims in this section.
Theories of bilingual lexical access exist on a fairly wide spectrum
(Rapp & Goldrick, 2006), but scholars in that domain have a general
consensus on several properties of the lexical access model, such as
connections between translation equivalents. For the purposes of this
paper, I will be taking these properties as granted.
Spreading activation models, such as Dell’s (1986) postulation that
linguistic units are stored as nodes and get activated to produce utter-
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ances (Figure 6). The activation spreads top-to-bottom (i.e. syntax
to phonology) and the link between nodes are weighted according to
their relevance (e.g. swimmer activates the morphemes swim and -er
strongly, but activation also spreads to other nearby nodes since connections exist). Dell (1986) proposed this model to initially account for
speech errors in English, but the model has quickly extended in various
directions to account for other linguistic phenomena.

Figure 6. A visualization of the spreading activation model from Dell (1986).
Note. The shade of blue indicates the level of activation and the thickness of the
arrows indicates the connection strength between nodes.

Many of these efforts have been applied to bilingual interaction—
bilinguals often display transfer, where they apply features of one
language to the use of the other (Gass, 1984; Poulisse & Bongaerts,
1994). Scholars have proposed that this can also be accounted for by
spreading activation models, where features of one language spread to
other language, resulting in similar behaviours as speech errors, but
in a multilingual fashion. For example, (Dylman & Barry, 2018) propose an account of bilingual lexical storage, where lexical items, when
activated, facilitate activation of their lexical-equivalent in the other
language.
I propose that, like other transfers, scoping mechanisms of heritage Mandarin speakers can also be accounted for by the spreading
activation between Mandarin and English nodes. By the Isomorphic
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Principle, quantifier raising only applies to the Mandarin nodes but not
the English nodes. When acceptability ratings of English sentences are
elicited from heritage speakers, the activation of the Mandarin nodes
spread its prohibiting features to the target English nodes; conversely,
the inverse-allowing properties of the English nodes spread to the
Mandarin nodes when Mandarin judgements are elicited. This assumption successfully predicts the graded behaviour (not as prohibiting
as Mandarin, but not as accepting as English) of heritage Mandarin
speakers toward English and Mandarin doubly quantified sentences,
without resorting to interpretations such as yes-bias.

Discussion, Limitations, and Future Work

The new proposal sheds light on how lexical preferences in scope
ambiguity may be derived through naturalistic means. This comes with
a host of implications, both on the issue of scope ambiguity and linguistic theory as a whole.
While my proposed theories tackle a subset of the issues in quantifier scope ambiguity, the tools and mental representations reported
here might be deemed useful for other issues in scope ambiguity. For
example, the issues of negation and its scope may benefit from an analysis through connectionist networks, particularly when considering
cross-linguistic perspectives. On a larger scale, I have demonstrated
there is a psycholinguistic place for what is traditionally thought as a
theoretical linguistics problem. My hope here, is for this work to initiate a conversation about stronger incorporation of psycholinguistic
and theoretical linguistic theories, especially at the level of the syntax-semantics interface.
Limitations
First, most of the experimental findings reviewed in this paper have
been focused on universal quantifiers and their psychological nuances.
Therefore, most of the argumentation made in this paper are based on
universal quantifiers, and hypothesized to be able to extend to existential quantifiers. Future experimentation on existential quantifier is
recommended—an integration of Knowlton et al. (2019) and Scontras
et al.’s (2017) elicitation methods would be optimal in extracting the
mental representation of existential forms.
Second, the interactions between universal/existential quantifiers
and negation were not discussed. The previous analyses on preferences
in scope ambiguity have set out to model other related phenomena
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such as negation interaction (e.g. Beghelli and Stowell (1997))—for a
fuller view of scope ambiguity, other biases in scope ambiguity should
also be surveyed in my representational theory.
Third, most of the experimental work that I have reviewed for this
article is fairly recent, thus their results and implications are yet to
be replicated and supported by other experimental evidence. Therefore, the relevancy of this paper is dependent on the replicablity of the
experimentation and theories cited in this paper.

Conclusion

In this paper, a new analysis of quantifier scope ambiguity was
proposed—it takes into account the graded behaviour of scopal preferences across quantifier words, as well as the interaction between
multiple languages in a system. The representational account deviates
strongly from previous rule-based accounts, which generally postulate
abstract categorical features in attempt to account for graded data.
Looking beyond the theory as an explanation for the data at hand, I
hope that this article inspires future works that incorporate psychologically-realized explanations. Not only does this encourage interaction
between the subfields of cognitive science, it also pushes the bounds
of linguistic inquiry.
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Be Wise and Envy Free: Investigating Coping
Strategies of Malicious Envy
You Zhi Hu
University of Toronto
Malicious envy is often examined as one form of selfdestructive behaviour—compulsive and resistant to change.
Malicious envy has four main mechanisms: misattribution
of salience, inner conflict, weakness of will, and unconscious
difference monitoring. This paper develops its argument by
1) summarizing the description of target core mechanisms of
malicious envy, 2) examining the currently available coping
strategies to tackle those mechanisms, and 3) arguing that
the effectiveness of the strategies is tightly connected with
reframing to combat malicious envy. Reframing is a universal
mechanism shared by all coping strategies corresponding
to the four mechanisms of malicious envy, which helps one
re-evaluate situations and values of envied targets in order to
support one to look into reality and be free from envy.

Malicious envy is greed and jealousy that seeks to possess and
desire something good with the intent to destroy the desired objects
(Rathbone, 2012). It is characterized as a feeling of deficiency caused by
others’ superiority and hostility demonstrated in a desire to pull down
the envied others (Ven et al., 2009). For this reason, it is considered
as one form of self-destructive behaviour, which leads to poor mental
and physical health with the experience of frustration and resentment
(Smith et al., 2008).
There are several popular hypotheses of the origin of malicious
envy. For example, malicious envy is often said to be caused by upward
social comparisons (Ven et al., 2011). When one makes an upward
comparison from a low hierarchy position, self-devaluation and inferiority occur (Wheeler, 1966). Exaggerating the importance of other
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people's possessions leads to negative social cognition. This is the first
mechanism of malicious envy—misattribution of salience. On some
occasions, the agent's own inner conflict between the ideal self and
actual self misdirects hostility towards others (Rogers, 1959), which is
the second mechanism of malicious envy. In simpler words, malicious
envy could be a form of blaming others for one's own underperformance. Thirdly, envy arises from weakness of will, when one becomes
incapable of controlling one's destructive thoughts and behaviours
to achieve well-being (Davidson, 2001). Lastly, unconscious difference monitoring serves an evolutionary purpose that allows humans
to adapt to the environment (Gerhardt, 2009). However, this survival
mechanism also makes individuals negatively evaluate their own
self-perception against their evaluation of others, which eventually
results in a sense of injustice, low self-esteem and resentment (Smith,
1991). Through integrating the literature, this paper summarizes these
four core mechanisms of malicious envy: misattribution of salience,
inner conflict, weakness of will and unconscious difference monitoring.
In addition, this paper also proposes coping strategies for each
mechanism by examining theories and empirical data. In the field of
psychological counselling, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and mindfulness practice are commonly used practices for treating malicious
envy to mediate misattribution of salience and alleviate inner conflict
(Beck, 1995; Tabak, 2015). Strategies include building self-reliance and
a technique called "depreciating values of resources" which can counter
weakness of will and unconscious difference monitoring (Quintanilla
& Jensen de Lopez, 2013). However, the effectiveness and mechanisms of these treatment/coping strategies still need to be validated.
Ultimately, the fundamental mechanism of these coping strategies is
reframing, which shifts one's attention to reassess the current situation
with relevant information and reformulates the value of the envied
target to resolve irrationality (Palumbo, 2004). Thus, reframing allows
people to re-evaluate what they see and to mitigate the effects of envy.

Misattribution of Salience

Misattribution of salience is a fundamental contributor to malicious envy. Misattribution of salience means attributing importance to
non-important objects, which brings non-salient objects to the foreground to be focused on and paid attention to. Notably, in malicious
envy, subjects attribute importance to others' possessions, seeking to
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take over the possessions with the intent to destroy them (Rathbone,
2012). Therefore, people with malicious envy tend to deem arbitrary
items as valuable and desirable (e.g., the neighbour's TV), and are
preoccupied with such desire. One of the most effective treatments
for malicious envy is Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT). CBT
generally produces a cognitive modification in patients’ thinking and
belief system to solve a broad range of psychological disorders and
problems (Beck, 1995). It is effective in treating depression, anxiety
and borderline personality disorder (Davidson, 2006). Research has
suggested that CBT can mitigate the negative feeling of envy. In a 2017
study, participants received seven weekly therapy sessions with CBT,
followed by interviews and thematic analysis. Results demonstrate
increased insights and a positive shift in emotion. Particularly, they
observed significantly less intense envy and improved self-confidence
(Cotter et al., 2017). Participants reported that they felt happier and
noticed an overall improvement in their attitude. In addition, CBT also
helped participants become more aware of their thoughts and feelings.
In CBT sessions, patients were guided to detach from the previously
established value system. The patients were then able to objectively
re-evaluate the envy-provoking situation. Finally, when the patients
became aware of their thoughts and consciousness, they were able to
identify the disproportional values they have attributed to the envied
item (e.g., having a fancy TV is actually not important).
The effectiveness of CBT is mainly due to its insight-evoking procedure. The insight phenomenon is when an old thought pattern is
broken, relieving cognitive constraints, and new ways of construing
information are formed (Vervaeke et al., 2012). Insight, as a process of
replacing bad problem formulation with good problem formation, is
generated from reframing. Reframing formulates a re-evaluation of the
current situation (Palumbo, 2004). It is an essential strategy to directly
cope with misattribution of importance. In solving malicious envy, we
need to have the insight to shift the fundamental framing to reassess
and reformulate the value of the envied target. Harris and Salovey
(2008) suggested "reframing envy-provoking situations" as a coping
strategy in their reflection on envy; "reassessing desires, beliefs and
goals" helps people realize that the envied item is not so important and
also help them clarify future goals to achieve. This is to say, reframing
the envy-provoking situation makes real importance salient to people.
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Reframing by reformulating the problem brings more salient things to
the foreground in the real world. Reframing helps people become wise
to critically examine what is more salient in the inner state and more
important goals in the future.
In addition, I would like to argue that envy is very similar to bullshit.
According to Frankfurt's definition of bullshit, it entails an absent direct
concern for the truth (Pennycook et al., 2015). Unlike lying, in which
the speaker knows the truth and tries to hide it, people who bullshit do
not care about the truth and only care about whether their listener is
persuaded (Frankfurt, 2005). When bullshitting, people unconsciously
make a particular statement more salient than it actually is. In parallel,
when envying others, people believe others' possessions are absolutely
essential and relevant to take over; people unconsciously misidentify
the value of their attributed importance and believe the desired targets are more salient. Thus, malicious envy works in the same way as
bullshit, which misattributes salience to envied targets. Furthermore,
reframing can resolve both envy and bullshit. To resolve both of these
phenomena, one needs to examine and re-establish the truth value
of the associated statement. Hence, reframing is a universal mechanism of coping strategies to resolve irrationality and self-destructive
behaviour, including bullshit and envy. It can detach the truth value
assigned to bullshit or envy and reattribute an appropriate and vital
relevance instead of having illusions of others having more essential
possessions.

Inner Conflict

Inner conflict is another mechanism pertinent to envy. In traditional psychodynamic theory, Freud proposes three agents in the
structural model of the psyche: 1) the ego, which is the mediator
between 2) the id and 3) the superego (Freud & Strachey, 1966). Carl
Rogers also suggests that inner conflict arises from an incongruence of
self-concept between an actual self and an ideal self, and the experience primarily causes anxiety (Rogers, 1959; Sato, 2005). Self-concept
comprises an ideal self and an actual self. This schema is analogous to
Freud's psychodynamic theory, the superego tries to pursue an ideal
self, and the id is concerned with an actual self involving desires and
instincts. Thus, ego resolving the discrepancy between the id and the
superego is similar to mediating inner conflict between an actual and
an ideal self. Envy arises from the inability to mediate inner conflict
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between the id and the superego or incongruence between the ideal
and actual self. In this situation, inner conflict dysregulates emotions.
Gerhardt (2009) highlights the fundamental problem of envy as the
"unbearable inner realities" of conflict between self and others. In
other words, envy emerges from inner conflict due to the dysregulations of the ego with self-concept. Marques illustrates the relationship
between the ego and envy: the ego can be tamed by spiritual evolution,
which refers to the growth of consciousness (Hawkins, 2001; Marques,
2011). However, if there is no effort toward spiritual evolution, then
the ego will continuously result in different types of self-destructive
behaviours such as envy, jealousy, and greed (Gerhardt, 2012).
I would like to argue that a better representation of inner conflict
is unclear thinking due to a second level of misattribution of salience.
Envy occurs when people become unable to attribute what is more
salient. In the previous section, this paper addresses misattribution of
salience, a mechanism that people categorize others' possessions as
more important than their own and worth envying. Furthermore, there
is a second level of misattribution of salience resulting from inner conflict; the ego misattributes inner conflict (the gap between the ideal
self and the actual self) to others' fault, which deepens the tension
between the ideal self and the real self. For example, some people
may attribute not having a higher income to others being too competitive instead of self-reflecting on how to achieve goals. Therefore,
misattribution of inner conflict prevents one from pursuing positive
self-enhancement and well-being. Inner conflict is as crucial as misattribution of salience, and neither of them can be discounted in causing
envy. Both are essential mechanisms behind envy.
Freud's models, of course, are abstractions, which have been
contested over the past century. Nevertheless, neurobiological evidence suggests the existence of inner conflict and its relationship to
self-concept. Petchkovsky et al. (2010) gave subjects Jung's 100 Word
Association Test, which intended to invoke a state of inner conflict,
and then monitored brain activity using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). They observed a pattern of response in brain
regions which include the anterior insula, medial prefrontal, lateral
prefrontal, and mid-temporal regions (Petchkovsky et al., 2010). Interestingly, these regions are also associated with the experience of "self"
and the discrepancy between the ideal self and actual self (self-con-
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cept). Firstly, significant neural activation in the anterior insula is
uniquely associated with self-reflection and highly salient information
relative to one's sense of self (Modinos, Ormel & Aleman, 2009; Perini
et al., 2018). Extrapolating from the above studies, one can infer that
when inner conflict occurs, the anterior insula is unable to properly
process self-relevant and salient information causing unclear thinking
due to misattribution of salience. Another neuroimaging study asked
participants to perform self-referent tasks under fMRI by making trait
adjective judgement about themselves relative to personally known
others (Heatherton et al., 2006). The result shows a relatively robust
blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) when participants were making judgements about
themselves. Moreover, they conclude that a response from the mPFC is
self-specific, which means "judgements pertaining to oneself are distinct from those made for one's friend." The mPFC, as one of the brain
regions active for both inner conflict and self-specific concept, entails
that malfunctions in self-concept trigger inner conflict introduced by
Freud and Rogers. Therefore, neurological evidence suggests that the
presence of inner conflict in our brain arises from the discrepancy of
self-concept, which leads to unclear thinking and induces envy.
To tackle this inner conflict of envy, mindfulness practice has
been shown to be effective. Mindfulness practice generally brings people to practice shifting attention to experience the present moment,
which is beneficial for psychological health, reducing negative symptoms from psychological disorders like schizophrenia (Tabak, 2015).
In coping with envy, mindfulness practice minimizes inner conflict
between self and ego by realizing the existence of our biases, other
internal desires, and defensive tendencies (Gerhardt, 2012). It helps
people obtain and reattribute acute awareness, attentiveness, and
perceptiveness in everything from the surrounding environment. An
example of mindfulness practice is Appreciative Joy Meditation (AJM).
AJM is a practice to appreciate happiness and celebrate the happiness
of others by breaking down the barrier of unhappiness. In a 2017 study,
AJM was shown to reduce participants' feelings of envy by enhancing
other-focused positive emotions (Zeng et al., 2017). In other words,
AJM, by regulating emotions in a positive way, alleviates inner conflict,
which is caused by the ego's inability to meditate on mental conflict.
Additionally, AJM, shifting participants' attention towards the appreci-
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ation of joy, mitigates the feeling of envy. The research on AJM suggests
that reframing is the fundamental mechanism of coping with envy.
Furthermore, the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) is a region which
is not only relative to inner conflict, but also relative to self-control
and the reward system. A group of researchers used low-frequency
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) to disrupt the
lateral prefrontal cortex's function (Figner et al., 2010). Then they
gave participants a decision-making task, which required a trade-off
between short-term and long-term consequences. Result shows that
rTMS negatively impacts the reward system with a self-control mechanism. Namely, participants chose the immediate rewards without
considering the long-term consequences. Inner conflict inducing envy
can be understood as inner conflict negatively impacting the reward
system in LPFC, which causes failures in preventing oneself from pursuing immediate rewards. People become incapable of making rational
decisions for well-being and ignore the long-term negative consequences of what envy brings to the brain. This research also reminds of
a potential solution to resolve the inner conflict, which is to improve
the ability of self-control and build up a robust self-regulatory system.
In order to resolve inner conflict, building up a self-regulatory
system is the key to be capable of reframing and transcending
ego into well-being. Mindfulness may help people form their own
self-regulatory systems, which increases people's flexibility in the
transparency-opacity shift as shifting attention from looking through
to looking at the present conscious state (Metzinger, 2003); this is an
introspective grasp to wake the presence of consciousness. Practicing
the transparency-opacity shift helps people look at the current mental
state with the envy-provoking situation rather than look through
situations with a lens of malicious envy. When people are making
decisions through inner conflict, this regulatory system puts inner
conflict under focal awareness, looking at the conflict, to examine
and re-evaluate. Once one forms the self-regulatory system, one can
critically see things with less bias from the ego, which causes inner
conflict. Then one is able to make proper judgements to look through
illusions into reality. Therefore, constantly practicing meditation can
reduce envy by forming the self-regulatory system and developing
reframing to improve well-being.
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In the previous section, the self-regulatory system is discussed as
one way to resolve inner conflict to reduce envy. This self-regulatory
system points out another mechanism causing envy, which is weakness of will. The ability to self-regulate is to control one's thoughts,
emotions, or behaviours by overriding one's impulses (Baumeister,
Heatherton & Tice, 1994; Evans, Boggero & Segerstrom, 2016). Thus,
people committing irrational actions that are contrary to their better
judgement due to lack of will power are called "weak-willed" (Davidson,
2001). In Greek, such "weak-will" is called Akrasia, which means lacking
command and acting against one's better judgment. This mechanism
can potentially explain the phenomenon of envy. A group of researchers studied the relationship between the phenomenological level of
Akrasia and its neuropsychological level in the human brain (Kalis et
al., 2008). Specifically, they think Akrasia is a deficit in executive control of the decision-making process, which highly correlates with the
dorsolateral, frontopolar, and orbitofrontal prefrontal cortex as well as
the caudate, ventral striatum, anterior cingulate and putamen. Indeed,
Akrasia, a lack of self-control due to the deficit in executive control,
is parallel to envy in its incapability of controlling self-destructive
thoughts and behaviours. Aristotle developed the concept of Enkrateia
as the power of self-control, to contrast with Akrasia (Pritchard et al.,
1945). A person with Enkrateia is capable of obtaining self-control to
overcome self-destructive behaviour. Holton argues that such power of
self-control is "something like a muscle" that can be developed through
hard work and exercise: "the more often agents succeed in exerting
self-control, the easier it becomes to maintain their resolutions in the
future" (Holton, 2003).
Salovey and Rodin (1988) identified three potential coping strategies for envy: self-reliance, self-bolstering, and selective ignoring.
Self-reliance is avoiding emotional outbursts and maintaining activities without asking others for help. One with self-reliance is able to
suppress the degree of envy on one's own without any external intervention. Self-bolstering induces subjects to take everything positively;
in this case, practices such as thinking one's good qualities and taking
care of oneself mitigate the negative feeling of envy. Selective ignoring tries to ignore the importance of the envied goals. The empirical
investigation demonstrated that self-reliance was the most effective
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strategy (Salovey & Rodin, 1988). Based on the regression model,
self-reliance exhibited the highest negative coefficient, meaning it was
most associated with reduced envy. Neither self-bolstering nor selective ignoring was significantly associated with reduced envy (Salovey
& Rodin, 1988).
Salovey and Rodin (1988) believe that the reason behind self-reliance's effectiveness is that it reframes the feeling of envy, leading
people to re-evaluate the importance of envied targets. Again, this
evokes the previous notion that misattribution of importance is the
fundamental problem of envy. However, this does not explain why
selective ignoring is ineffective. Selective ignoring, by definition, targets the value attributed to the envied items and ignores those values
to reduce negative emotions. For example, patients may be trained
not to focus on how much they think their classmate's watch is worth.
Therefore, if reframing value is the key, then selective ignoring should
have similar effects to self-reliance. One response to this contradiction
is a methodological argument. Smith and Kim (2007) believe that both
self reliance and selective ignoring are "tapping emotional control,
perseverance and goal commitment" and are hence effective in coping
with envy. They point out that Salovey and Rodin's study is limited to
self-reported data, and the assessment of coping strategies should also
combine with other measures.
However, Smith and Kim's justification is not strong enough
to revive selective ignoring as a suitable remedy for envy. First of
all, Salovey and Rodin had only self-reported data. Nevertheless, if
selective ignoring and self-reliance were equally effective, the same
measurement should have been detected. Second of all, selective
ignoring and self-reliance are not identical in their mechanisms. Only
self-reliance realizes Aristotle's core idea of Enkrateia (self-control);
by developing one's own ability without external help, one can directly
address the mind state of envy, developing controls over envy rather
than suppressing envy. Finally, and most importantly, reframing does
not suppress or ignore values through selective ignoring. Reframing
allows one to confront old framings and to regain control over the selfregulatory system mentioned before. However, selective ignoring is a
way of avoidance by not facing the obstacles that envy creates, which
never allows people to examine themselves to overcome malicious
envy wisely. Therefore, self-reliance builds up a self-control system
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to overcome weakness of will. It enables us to seek better judgments
without stagnation or self-destructive behaviour.

Unconscious Difference Monitoring Mechanism Serving an
Evolutionary Purpose

In order to better understand malicious envy, it is essential to
examine its evolutionary origin. From an evolutionary perspective,
malicious envy is based on an unconscious difference monitoring
mechanism. Malicious envy is developed to cope with potential threats
in order to survive within a social group (Gerhardt, 2009). The specific
threat could be the lack of resources or unequally distributed resources
for survival, which leads to anxiety. Another threat stems from social
comparisons—either being too different compared to others in the
group or being at a lower position in the social hierarchy. These two
threats can provoke fear of being eliminated through natural selection. Human beings innately developed an unconscious mechanism to
constantly monitor the difference between the self and others from
the social group in order to evaluate their current position and avoid
evolutionary elimination (Gerhardt, 2009).
Depreciating values of resources is an efficient strategy to cope
with the inequity of resource distribution. Envy involves ownership
of resources, which can be both physical and abstract. The strategy is
to depreciate the values of the resource by shifting attention to more
salient values. Quintanilla and Jensen de Lopez (2013) studied envy
in child development, especially how toddlers experience and resolve
envy. They found that mothers from western societies usually use the
strategy of distracting their children with a novel object to help them
shift attention away from the envied object. This is a specific way of
depreciating the original envied object and shifting attention to a
novel object, thereby regulating the feeling of envy. It is an intelligent non-stressful way to resolve the feeling of envy without directly
suppressing the desire with frustration. Depreciating the value of
resources is based on the mechanism of reframing, which reassesses
the importance of the envied target. Therefore, although this tendency
to envy is embedded in our evolutionary coding, we can prevent the
development of malicious envy through educational strategies such as
depreciating the value of resources. After all, in developed countries,
most residences have sufficient resources for survival, but the fear of a
lack of resources still remains. However, evolution also gave us a pow-
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erful prefrontal cortex and profound neuroplasticity, which means we
are capable of inducing the skill of reframing through self-evaluating
and reframing to develop a more adaptive cognitive style.
As said, in unconscious difference monitoring, people are constantly making upward social comparisons. Although such comparisons
may lead to envy, they do not necessarily lead to destructive behaviour.
Some envy can serve as motivations for self-improvement. Indeed, this
mechanism is known as benign envy. Benign envy can stimulate better
performance through upward comparisons. Such envy could also be
understood as admiration, which provokes a feeling of happiness with
an appreciation of how others are good. On the contrary, malicious
envy involves unhappiness cultivated by the incapability in improving
performance. The incapability of improving performance is equivalent
to the idea of inferiority, which results in low self-esteem. Researchers
found that malicious envy occurs when two conditions are present: 1)
the subject is making an upward social comparison and 2) the subject
believes improvement is hard (Ven et al., 2011). Therefore, people with
malicious envy cannot motivate themselves to improve performance
from upward social comparisons.
Reframing is the essence of depreciation. Depreciating values of
resources is a way to reassess the importance that values of resources
carry. Furthermore, depreciating values of resources can also resolve
low self-esteem. People with envy suffer from low self-esteem due to
upward social comparisons, and people develop defensive attitudes
to protect their self-esteem from inferiority. Thus, depreciation is a
reframing technique to reduce the vital value of the envied target; once
the value is decreased, less upward social comparisons will be made,
thereby bolstering self-esteem and resolving inferiority. Self-enhancement is developed through this process. It fosters people to become
strong in gaining firm will and belief in their capabilities to overcome
envy.

Conclusion

The purpose of reframing is to defeat self-destructive behaviour and
resolve irrational instinct desire. The fundamental coping strategies
all derive from reframing based on examination of the mechanisms of
malicious envy. Cognitive Behavioural Therapy and mindfulness practice, including meditation, resolve misattribution of salience and inner
conflict by relying on insightful reframing to formulate a re-evaluation
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of the envied targets. Improving self-reliance allows one to develop
a strong will, thereby building up autonomy to reframe the value of
envied targets to counter weakness of will. Moreover, by depreciating
the value of the envied target, one adjusts unconscious difference
monitoring and shifts attention to another salient target to overcome
envy. Finally, reframing, as the fundamental core mechanism of the
coping strategies, helps people reassess their envied target and irrationality in order to pursue inner peace.
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A Morality Module for Machines

Emily J. Davidson
York University
This paper will seek to explore some of perceived barriers
to the development of morality in digital, algorithmic form.
These impediments tend to fall within two categories: practical
problems and ethical or moral issues. First, I will articulate the
prevailing positions on these difficulties and subsequently
express why one of the established proposals, the evolutionary
paradigm, ought to be considered the optimal substratum
upon which to build a moral architecture in light of such
issues. This is best conceptualized through the development
of an independent moral algorithm that may be implemented
in a diverse range of automata, effectively converting these
machines into artificial moral agents. New innovations in deep
learning may facilitate such a project in ways that have not
previously been possible so as to belay many of the practical
problems raised as objections to artificial, moral decisionmaking. I will outline a rudimentary springboard for the
development of such an algorithm and subsequently discuss
how, generated in the ways I will describe, this algorithm may
tackle some of the preeminent roadblocks pertinent to the
development of moral algorithms.

Introduction

History is littered with convictions about what science and technology can never hope to achieve, but retrospect tends to judge such
statements unfavorably. In 1842, Auguste Comte, considered by many
to be the father of modern scientific philosophy, made the claim that
we would never know the chemical composition of stars (Comte, 1842).
It is easy to look upon such an oversight and sympathize with an inability to predict astronautics. Spectroscopy (the means through which
the chemical compositions of stars were first identified), however, had
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in fact been long established in Comte’s time; it simply had not yet
proven its astronomical potential. Comte’s blunder demonstrates that
even our wildest assertions about what can be accomplished often
hinges upon creativity and innovation in using technologies already
available. The question of artificial intelligence and morality shares
a similar story. Dialogues certainly exist on the costs and benefits of
moral machines, but much of the focus fixates on whether it is even
possible to algorithmize morality at all. I wish to suggest that such a
distraction detracts from the very necessary conversations that must
be had as we stand on the precipice before artificial intelligence that
may soon surpass our own. Nearly all of the philosophical questions
on artificial intelligence from super-soldiers to bioethics have shifted
the dialogue to ‘when it emerges’ long ago. I wish to suggest that the
same movement ought to occur with moral machines. New techniques
in deep learning have made radical shifts in the way computers process
information, making them more like human brains than ever before. I
wish to make the case that moral machines are not only imminent, but
possible with the tools that we have now. I wish to explore the possibility in the later half of this work, by outlining a crude design of what an
algorithm for morality might look like in a machine. It is perhaps these
new programming tools that may inspire the next generation of developers to bypass the Comte trap and unlock a new world of machines
capable of building values just like our own.

Exploring Our Current Position in the Artificial Moral
Landscape
The Frontier of Artificial Morality: If we assume that the algorithmizing of morality is possible, I wish to suggest that would be ethically
irresponsible not to do so, for two major reasons. First, if we assume
that, as artificial intelligence and machine proficiency progresses, it
will begin taking over many of the roles and responsibilities currently
allotted to humans, then we can assume that these machines will be
tasked with decision-making that can affect our well-being or survival.
Implementation of such agents in the absence of any moral or ethical framework is bound to lead to unforeseen consequences of harm,
whether physical or psychological. This has become a mainstream
issue with the rollout of self-driving cars. Unfortunately, much of the
discussion about self-driving cars has been heavily focused on the
“hard” cases: would a person prefer a car that would sacrifice a driver
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or pedestrian should such a scenario arise? Studies demonstrate that
on these types of cases, there is likely to be little universal consensus
(Awad, et al., 2018). Such an emphasis on these dilemmas make for
interesting philosophical discussion, but are on the whole, steering
attention in the wrong direction. The likelihood of humans entering
such scenarios of unavoidable fatal collision are extremely remote; the
overwhelming majority of the ethical decisions made behind the wheel
involve proactive prevention of avoidable collisions (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 2020; The Brown Firm, 2018; World
Health Organization, 2020). This boils down to trivialities like choosing to obey speed limits or stop signs on sparsely populated roads, the
kind of mindless decisions machines excel at.
Second, domain-specific machines simply have more computational
resources dedicated to a single facet of knowledge, thus lending them
to significantly high degrees of accuracy in their domain. Humans, as
marvelous domain-general computation machines, sacrifice accuracy
for versatility. Therefore, in domain-specific circumstances, we can
expect the machines designed for these purposes to be more accurate
overall, leading to a responsibility in miitigating harm resulting from
human error. This can be more difficult to digest as it requires not only
the assumption that artificial morality is possible, but that this moral
framework could be superior to that of humans. Even if one remained
skeptical of superiority in theoretical moral capacity, it is difficult not
to acknowledge the ways in which human error might prove to be a
crippling confound making even theoretical moral superiority moot.
Artificially intelligent vehicles eliminate the variables of fatigue, distraction, intoxication, and health complications while driving, just to
name a few, and the removal of the decisions these variables engender will likely result in more ethical decision-making on the whole
(Cuneen, Mullins, & Murphy, 2019). Moreover, the likelihood of a
human carefully selecting and enacting the optimal course of action
faster and more accurately in unavoidable collision scenarios than a
domain-specific, intelligent driving system invites skepticism. Faster
processing and smaller margins of error are simply more likely to be
successful mitigating harm in these scenarios.
On the road towards technological advancement, machines will
continue making more decisions with increasing importance to our
well-being. Thus, any reduction in the negative impacts upon well-being overall is worth considering as an incentive for instantiating moral
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capabilities in artificial intelligence, irrespective of developmental
sophistication. If such an algorithm sufficiently reduces overall harm
by even a fraction of a percent, then this is still, almost by definition,
a net-benefit. Therefore, provided that such tools exist, they ought to
be instantiated immediately. As such, the remainder of this paper shall
discuss the current barriers for implementation and some of the ways
in which they might be overcome.
Current Roadblocks to Algorithmizing Morality: Suppose we avoid
the Comte trap and agree that it is theoretically possible to implement
artificial morality and further, that such an algorithm can be generated with technology already available to us. This tells us little about
the specifics of how to go about actually developing and instantiating such an algorithm, not to mention the difficulty of legitimization.
These kinds of practical problems tend to align with four major issues.
First, and perhaps most obvious, is the lack of a universally accepted
set of parameters by which to define ‘morality’. The subjectivity of the
material makes the coding of that which cannot be codified problematic (Allen, Varner, & Zinser, 2000). Humans are, after all, the ultimate
moral arbiters; if they do not recognize the algorithm as acting under
moral principles, then this completely undermines its legitimacy as a
moral agent.
The second difficulty is the enticement towards the utilization of
the moral framework when making decisions and acting within the
world. What incentivizes an agent to abide by moral rules when such
rules run in contravention to its goal states (Allen, Varner, & Zinser,
2000)? In humans, this can often be facilitated through normative
social expectancies. Machines, however, lack any biological imperative
towards social affiliation. The difficulty of enticement in the absence of
a socioemotional toolkit converges onto the third problem: the degree
to which emotions are necessary for morality. Many philosophers and
neuroscientists alike speculate that emotions, despite their potential
in generating immoral action, might still be necessary for moral action
of any kind (Damasio, 2004; Coeckelbergh, 2010; Prinz, 2011). Emotions facilitate independent decisions by generating valence heuristics
for action towards an ultimate purpose, enabling action in completely
novel scenarios (Kavathatzopoulos & Asai, 2013). An autonomous
agent without a valence heuristic may be unable to interpolate the
meaningful distinctions required to autonomously evaluate unforeseen ethical scenarios.
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The fourth and final issue concerns the role of empathy. The
degree to which it is necessary for morality is hotly debated, but the
arguments against it tend to lean on idealized characterizations of
empathy, rather than practical ones. Even the fiercest advocates of
removing empathy from the moral equation acknowledge that humans
do, in practice, use empathy to make moral evaluations (Prinz, 2011). It
remains unclear, however, how even idealized moral systems without
empathy could be capable of executing any of the major moral systems
we recognize. Moral systems without empathy may one day be possible,
but at present, the human execution of morality involves the use of
empathy, and it is unclear what a moral system without this ability
would entail. Thus, if for no other purpose than universal acceptance
as a moral agent, artificial moral intelligence will likely be required to
display some form of empathy.
Evolution’s Solution: It seems unlikely that a universal, moral system formulated as a series of a priori rules and guidelines can readily
be generated for two major reasons. First, there is simply no consensus
around prescriptions for moral behaviour. Second, a moral system must
be able to accommodate novel scenarios for which no explicit rule has
been established. The fact that humans are capable of acting morally in
novel scenarios, even in the absence of explicit frameworks, suggests
that a top-down codification of moral rules may be unnecessary for
creating moral machines, and, perhaps, even understanding morality
itself. Our moral faculties, like most human attributes, are products of
bottom-up evolutionary forces, billions of years in the making. While
we may not all share moral tenets, each of us shares the evolutionary trajectory of our moral hardware. Therefore, the generation of an
algorithm with all of the autonomy, flexibility and variability present
in human morality is likely best served through a bottom-up approach
that is reinforced based on environmental feedback.
In order to make use of a bottom-up approach to morality, the
algorithm will require some kind of explicit criteria towards which it
aims, such that a cost-benefit analysis might be conducted for decision-making. Like most bottom up systems, this will hinge on success
or failure as contextualized by its environment. The difficulty, however, is determining what constitutes success or failure. Resolving this
issue forces the imposition of a top-down success criterion for moral
behaviour that may not be universally accepted. I wish to claim, how-
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ever, that there is at least one necessary condition converged upon by
all moral paradigms: they all appear to involve the interaction with an
expectation between, at minimum, two participants. Participants can
involve people, animals, deities or even, in many cases, intangible constructs, as long as an expectation can be shared in some form between
them. The interaction of the participants within this expectation can
ultimately result in some form of moral evaluation. This condition, as
it happens, also heavily resembles what is typically defined as ‘cooperation’. Therefore, in an effort to better understand how to develop
morality from the bottom-up, it makes sense to begin with the evolution of cooperation.
In 1980, Axelrod solicited strategies to be pitted against each
other in a tournament based on an iterated game called the Prisoner’s
Dilemma. The Prisoner’s Dilemma paradigm is one in which there are
two ‘players,’ and each has the ability to either ‘cooperate’ or ‘defect’
on each round. The overall cost or benefit to a player will be the direct
result of two factors: the decision made by the first player and the
decision made by the second player. Two versions of this tournament
were held, the first of which was limited to 200 rounds. The second,
in an effort to better match the uncertainties in organic cooperative
behaviour, left the number of rounds unknown (Axelrod & Hamilton,
1981). In both versions of this tournament, a strategy submitted by
Anatol Rapoport emerged victorious: TIT FOR TAT (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981). His strategy was fairly simple: it opened with a cooperative
move, and then directly matched the move made by its opponent in the
subsequent round.
Axelrod, along with evolutionary biologist William D. Hamilton,
published these findings in a landmark paper, The Evolution of Cooperation, which discusses the reasons TIT FOR TAT was so successful.
TIT FOR TAT’s success was surprising, given that it began with a
cooperative move, thus leaving it open to exploitation by defectors.
Mathematically, however, it was more successful over the long term,
provided that the possibility of mutual cooperation between itself and
another strategy existed (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981). This led to the
revelation that reciprocal altruism could lead to superior evolutionary
outcomes than purely selfish behaviour. Operating under such a strategy would provide organisms a disproportionate advantage in meeting
survival and reproductive needs, provided that these organisms had a
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high likelihood of repeated encounters and some mechanism by which
to individualize and punish defectors when reencountered. The better an organism fit such criteria, the more readily cooperative, stable
strategies arise (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981). Additionally, the more
complex societies become, the more tangible rules for cooperation and
defection behaviour become, as they begin to coalesce into moral, and
subsequently legal, systems (Curry, 2016).
Reciprocal altruism as described by Axelrod is not the only theory on the evolution of cooperation. It is, however, the most widely
accepted, and more importantly for the purposes of AI development,
it works. Bottom-up computer models can be generated with cooperation strategies emerging, both in the Prisoner’s Dilemma and in other
games (Ale, Brown, & Sullivan, 2013). Thus, for the purposes of generating a bottom-up, machine learning algorithm for morality, reciprocal
altruism appears to be the most appropriate foundational success
criterion. Simple teaching scenarios, converted into game theory, can
be presented to the algorithm while more complex mechanisms, like
the coding of scenarios in human language, can be introduced over
time. The training would seek to first mimic cooperation as it evolved
in organisms from the simple to the complex, and subsequently, use
this foundation to learn morality in the same way a child. Eventually,
much like the occurrence in humans, the machine learning process will
begin to make inferences across scenarios that will act as overarching
principles to guide decision-making in novel cases once the training
phase is complete.
The development of a bottom-up, moral framework in similar
fashion to human moral learning helps deal with the first roadblock in
the development of an independent moral algorithm. If the machine is
generating the ability to be moral from the ground up, it is not necessary to worry about defining and codifying moral rules as a precursor
to development. The machine will recapitulate the evolutionary moral
trajectory from simple organisms to human infants, and subsequent
moral training from human infants to ethical adult agents. While this
process took billions of years in humans, in machines learning, virtually
all of the latency time associated with experiential learning is eliminated. The algorithm can be exposed to millions of game iterations
in just days, and this number only increases with the advancement of
technology. Training will use a tree sampling search parameter similar
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to that of AlphaZero in order to modify the learning target with each
improved state. This allows for cost/benefit targets to be continually
increased as training opportunities demonstrate them to be possible
(Carlsson & Öhman, 2019).

Developing a Moral Algorithm with Machine Learning
Techniques

The algorithm described here is meant to be supplementary, rather
than substantive, meaning that the goal is to incorporate it into existing
machine software, rather than develop a functioning machine with this
algorithm alone. Further, upon subsumption, a balance must be struck
between integration with the features of its host and the maintenance
of domain specificity in cooperation calculations. The integration of
the host goal-states must be incorporated without eclipsing the cooperation calculations, calculations which should ideally supersede host
goal-states if the algorithm is to be effective. There will need to be a
way in which to make moral decision-making sufficiently salient to a
machine so as to override existing goal-states, in similar fashion to the
function of a human conscience.
Digitizing the Conscience: The discussion of a digitizing psychological phenomena like a conscience may seem strange, but the
collaboration between the brain and computer sciences have led to
some major breakthroughs in artificial intelligence. One of the most
exciting and effective solutions emergent from such partnerships is
reinforcement learning, a method of machine learning that directly
mimics the way human brains learn via the dopaminergic system (Sutton & Barto, 2018). The dopaminergic system contributes to learning
through evaluation of potential reward versus actual reward, and then
reconfigures synaptic weights accordingly so as to find a more accurate
balance between the two variables (Glimchar, 2011). This is explicitly
what the digital form of reinforcement learning does. But the dopaminergic system is more than a reconciliatory mechanism for reward
prediction; it is also generative. ‘Reward’, as measured by the network,
can mean either potential or actual reward (or both), depending simply
on which nodes are active. This allows it to be a semi-closed system for
reward-based learning. This reinforcement effect is bidirectional and
multiplicative in that both positively and negatively valanced neurochemical triggers can be generated. This is based not only on actual
reward but also the discrepancy between actual reward and predicted
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reward, with increased feedback-related negative affect as actual
reward falls below the predicted (Bismark, Hajcak, Whitworth, & Allen,
2012; Schulz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997). Put simply, reinforcement
learning both biological and digital do the following:
1. Assign a positive value to high reward and negative value to
low reward
2. Generate reward by reducing discrepancy between current 		
state and desired state
3. Generate reward-value based predictions for available 		
decision options
4. Calculate the difference between predicted reward and 		
actual reward
5. Solve for the appropriate reward value and reconfigure
connective weighting accordingly
Perhaps the most important part of this picture is that reinforcement learning captures the current landscape of neural connectivity,
whether biological or digital and in outcomes of reward (whether positively or negatively sourced), strengthens (or weakens, for negative
reward) connectivity to all connections that are active at the time of
reinforcement (Sutton & Barto, 2018). This entails that many individual
nodes or neurons will be inappropriately reweighted in each instance
of reinforcement and thus, the more reinforcement trials calculated,
the more accurate the system will become. This is where machines
hold an advantage over the human system. In humans, action times,
energy constraints, and reward resources radically limit the number of
targeted reward trials that can be tested in any given timeframe. For
example, in order for a human to accurately learn whether cheating on
a test is more likely overall to yield negative rewards, many instances
of trial and error must occur to lessen the influence of idiosyncratic
variables and results. The ability for a human to complete many trials of cheating on a test is severely limited for obvious reasons. An
algorithm in training, even on suboptimal hardware, can run through
over a million observations over the course of a day.1 This suggests that
moral training can occur extremely quickly in a machine.
1
This figure is based upon conservative estimates from the observations per
day achieved by machines like AlphaZero in addition to observation numbers per hour
provided by novice and expert coders who have generated machine learning algorithms. The number of variables in the training set will act as the main determinant of
training time with standardized computing power.
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Reinforcement outcomes in a machine must serve a greater purpose than merely expediting training times and minimizing error
rates. If the reinforcement mechanism does not sufficiently impel the
machine to make ethical decisions, it fails to serve as a moral framework because competing goal-states will inevitably take precedence
in machines originally developed to accomplish certain aims. The
question that must be resolved is how to make cooperation highly
rewarding. Neuroscience research on this very topic has demonstrated
that perhaps this is already the case. Cooperative behaviour does, in
fact, trigger dopaminergic reward (Rilling, Sanfey, Aronson, Nystrom,
& Cohen, 2004; Decety, Jackson, Sommerville, Chaminade, & Meltzoff,
2004); more specifically, cooperative behaviour in game theoretical
parameters of the Prisoner’s Dilemma (Rilling, et al., 2002). If our dopaminergic reward system has been forged by evolution to facilitate goal
states of survival and genetic reproduction, why would choosing cooperation over defection trigger such a surge in dopaminergic activity?
This harks back to Axelrod and Hamilton’s findings: even goal-states
that are ‘selfish’ in nature can be more readily attained through cooperative means.2 Thus, while the output of the machine’s training period
is simply a raw reward signal, the data sets for training implicitly teach
the machine that cooperation is rewarding because it facilitates maximizing its own goal-states. Thus, when implemented into a machine
designed for potentially conflicting goal-states, the algorithm offers
the learned principle that cooperation will better facilitate individual
goal-state satisfaction overall. Moreover, based on the evidence provided by Axelrod and Hamilton that this is indeed the case, the choice
of cooperation in an effort to secure selfish goal-states will continue to
be reinforced, provided that the machine operates within environments
in which at least some cooperative agents are present. As a result, the
module will be able to act as a moral guide based on learned principles
much like a human conscience may learn from intrinsic evaluations of
real and potential actions (Pitrat, 2009).
Emotionality Sans Endocrinology: There is a school of thought in
philosophy that supposes emotions to be a crippling force in making
moral decisions, holding a Spock-like creature as a paragon of moral
arbitration. This school of thought is typically populated by utilitar2
The term “selfish” in this context is meant to convey the procurement of individual benefit with respect to individual goal-states. It is not mean to convey any sense
of moral intentionality.
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ians, and indeed, there is evidence to suggest that such thinkers are
less emotionally driven in moral decision-making. Links have been
found between philosophical perspectives on morality and activation
of anticorrelated regions involving reasoning and emotional response.
For example, people framing the trolley problem as utilitarians show
greater activation of the ‘rational, cognitive’ dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (dlPFC) (Greene, Somerville, Nystrom, Darley, & Cohen, 2001).
It is unclear, however, whether emotions can be eliminated from moral
calculations overall. As the difficulty of the moral dilemmas increases,
so too does the incidence of dlPFC activation give way to the emotional centers, and incidences of utilitarian decision-making drop
off (Greene, Nystrom, Engell, Darley, & Cohen, 2004). Learning from
past moral calculations can lead to semanticized principles that do
not heavily draw on emotional states, but this does not mean those
emotional states were not necessary for creating them (Haidt, 2001;
Prinz, 2007). Moreover, modifying emotional elements of affectivity,
empathy, and motivational impetus to act change moral evaluations of
action (Manfrinati, Lotto, Sarlo, Palomba, & Rumiati, 2011; Tangney,
Stuewig, & Mashek, 2007; Ugazio, Lamm, & Singer, 2012). Emotions
appear to be an integral part of the moral evaluation puzzle and it is
unclear how they might be excised while still maintaining the integrity
of the term ‘morality’.
Even if moral systems without emotions could be empirically
demonstrated, an algorithm for mainstream acceptance and use will
require decision and evaluation criteria recognizable to the average
user. For example, the non-consensual injection of disease or oncogenic cells into healthy adults for the purpose of testing new vaccines
and treatments could likely speed up the breakthroughs of medical
advances, benefitting wide swathes of the population. The average
person understands, however, that the deaths resulting from such a
practice would be an unacceptable transaction. An artificial moral
agent advocating these steps on a purely utilitarian platform would
likely be viewed by the overwhelming majority of the population as
amoral.3 Even extreme utilitarianism must recognize that the overall
reduction to human wellbeing elicited by the suffering of others must
be a factor in the calculation of total net wellbeing. Most forms of util3
Evidence of such a claim can be viewed in the literature with respect to psychopathy. ‘Cold’, calculating decision-making with implications on moral outcomes
tend to be classified as ‘amoral’ rather than ‘immoral’.
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itarianism, however, have difficulty dealing with subjective suffering,
both on theoretical and practical grounds. The more difficult the subjective suffering calculation for wellbeing becomes, the more we must
rely on bottom-up processes to attempt a reconstruction of subjective
suffering, such that we might then try to calculate it. This may be why
some regions of the brain that contribute to rule encoding (dlPFC) are
anticorrelated with those more involved in valence evaluation, such as
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) (Mian, et al., 2014; Nicole
& Goel, 2014). The vmPFC attempts a bottom-up reconstruction of
emotional salience. These calculations are then offloaded to the dlPFC
to create principles (a beneficial shortcut to save on metabolic costs).
However, when no principle reconciles our ‘gut-feelings’, we tend to
revert back to bottom-up emotional decision-making that involves
emotional salience calculations (Nicole & Goel, 2014). The method by
which evaluations and decisions are reached digitally will likely have to
be similarly calculated in order to gain initial, widespread acceptance.
Even if it were possible to generate moral systems that were
accepted as such by the general population without any kind of surrogate for emotions, there is yet another reason the inclusion of one may
be desirable: efficiency. The sheer number of variables and complexities that factor into meaningful decision-making is astronomically
high. Emotional impulses were the gold standard of cognition through
much of our evolutionary trajectory because they were a fast and metabolically cheap way of coordinating action. In this way, emotions can
be viewed as specializations of cost function calculation, whereby costs
and benefits can be determined quickly and efficiently at the expense
of accuracy when such an approach would be beneficial (Marblestone,
Wayne, & Kording, 2016). This is likely a necessary feature if the module is expected to make evaluations quickly and in real-time alongside
other software. If a mechanism is able to fulfill this role in a similar
fashion, it may be sufficient to function as a surrogate for emotion in
digital space.
New deep learning techniques called ‘autoencoders’ may be capable
of accomplishing this goal. The basic idea of a standard autoencoder is
that it takes a set of input nodes and tries to convert the configuration
into a sufficiently low-resolution version of the information. It seeks to
filter out information from the inputs through an ‘encoder’ to generate
increasingly low-resolution versions so that this information might
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pass through a bottleneck consisting of a significantly reduced number
of nodes from the original input set. From the compression state of the
bottleneck, the information passes through a ‘decoder’ which aims to
recreate the information lost in the encoder phase and submit it to an
output. The better the output expresses the input, the more effective
the autoencoder. The benefit of this process is that it allows for the
generation of compressed versions of a data set that capture only the
most salient information necessary for use. This mechanism, in fact,
looks quite similar to what neurotransmitter systems are doing in the
nervous system.
Glucocorticoid hormones involved in the stress response, offer a
relatively simple illustration of the analogous role in biological organisms. Suppose a person is walking through the forest and hears a loud
growling coming from directly behind them. Virtually all of the input
information being received in that moment become impediments to
expedient decision-making. Were this individual to spend precious
seconds noticing the colour contrast in the leaves or the coolness of
the breeze, they likely would not have lived to propagate as many offspring. Evolution has selected for the ability to filter out stimuli from a
large set of inputs and compress the data to the most relevant, salient
features. A low-resolution version of the inputs, cortisol, can then
move quickly and effectively throughout the body to convey the pertinent message of ‘danger’ and upon decoding, contextual information
provides cues as to how movement ought to occur and what steps are
to be taken. These elements are encompassed in the analogous components of an autoencoder, complete with input system (activated neural
network), encoders (pre-synaptic neuron locations), bottleneck (molecules released), decoder (post-synaptic neuron locations) and output
set. Indeed, newer studies show that this configuration is more plausible than fixed categories of emotion (Skerry & Saxe, 2015; Dubois
& Adolphs, 2015), making bottom-up learning of emotional heuristics
appear to be closely akin to the mechanisms used by the brain (Marblestone, Wayne, & Kording, 2016).
Uploading Empathy: Empathic machines often strike people as
wildly unintuitive. After all, machines do not have biological substrata,
so how could they ever truly embody human states and understand our
perspective? While this might be true, it is equally true to say that no
human could ever truly embody the state of another human, because
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for all their biological similarities, experience of events will likely differ
significantly. If, however, empathy is the ability to vicariously experience the emotional state of another, machines may end up superior
to humans in this respect, provided that an appropriate surrogate for
emotional experience (like the one listed above) is present. This boils
down to the different methods of learning in machines versus humans.
Empathy is often framed as pure, adulterated emotional response
when in reality, there are both cognitive and emotional components
that are equally necessary. In fact, when the pain is emotional rather
than physiological, there is more activation of the aforementioned
reasoning center, the dlPFC (Sapolsky, 2017). In brains, stimuli regularly feed information in bottom-up format towards emotional centers.
When empathizing, however, a top-down reconstruction of abstract
variables must be made in order to piece together the emotional
picture. This results in a great deal of signal loss when attempting
to replicate the emotions of others due to both the top-down nature
and heightened cognitive load required. This problem is compounded
when considering the anticorrelation between the rational dlPFC and
emotionally pertinent vmPFC. Emotional activation must therefore
be weakened in order to spare the cognitive resources for interpreting
contextual cues (Sapolsky, 2017). As humans practice empathy, they
inevitable experience degrees of emotional signal loss.
Unsupervised machine learning, on the other hand, trains algorithm against itself; in Prisoner’s Dilemma scenarios, for example, it is
both player 1 and player 2. Therefore, because it is not required to waste
computing power deciphering the discrepancy in self-other contextual
information, its resources are readily available for use in emotional
networks and learning. Emotional salience remains the same for both
self and other because, during training, these entities are one in the
same. As such, it would be trained on millions of game iterations, each
time learning that its opponent’s emotional status is equally valuable
to its own, a principle of perfect empathy. When self-training is effectively complete and training with real individuals begins, this principle
still undergirds its knowledge base. The weight given to the values and
emotional states of others, could, for this reason, be stronger than that
given by the average human, with a caveat. If the machine is meant
to account for subjective differences between its own experience of
a scenario, and that of another, it too, like humans, will be forced to
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dedicate more resources to the interpretation of contextual cues. This,
however, may pose significantly less difficulty for machines for two
reasons. First, and most obviously, artificial programs can compute
domain-specific information significantly faster than humans can, a
skill that increases with each passing year. Second, the fact that the
operations of the relevant sectors in the prefrontal cortex are anticorrelated in humans may not need to be true of machines. It is entirely
possible that these functions may end up with a positively correlated
relationship when unconstrained by neuroanatomical or metabolic
limitations. In any case, it is likely impossible to expect perfect empathy, even from machines, but it is within the realm of possibility that
they may simply end up better at it than humans are.

Conclusion

The model outlined above, while rudimentary, might suggest fertile
ground in the artificial instantiation of moral and ethical frameworks for
intelligent machines. Such a paradigm is meant to offer solutions available to us right now that could stand to improve the overall wellbeing
of humans. The way in which such an algorithm would be instantiated and used in the plethora of possible machines may be beyond the
scope of this work, but this cannot be discovered without beginning
the process of trial and error. The sooner such a project begins realization, the sooner the training processes can begin expanding and the
more effective such algorithms can become. Moreover, beginning the
training process now can help prevent humans from being blindsided
by the inevitable discovery of intelligent machines that have been
programmed in the absence of a moral framework. Inoculation against
such an outcome may prevent what could otherwise be a disaster for
both our species and our planet.
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